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PREFACE

The energy crisis, coupled with the goal of a cleaner envir-

onment and a reduction in traffic fatalities, has created an un-

precedented national requirement for the development and implemen-

tation of socially efficient auto technology. In response to this

urgent need, alternative Federal Policies for inducing innovation

are being assessed under the Auto Technology Program. This is a

complex task, encompassing Regulatory Actions, R § D Incentives,

Economic Incentives, and Institutional Incentives for both the

buyers and producers of automobiles. The present study provides

an important link in addressing these questions. By means of a

case study of the auto industry's response to three safety

regulations, important conclusions are derived concerning the

strengths and weaknesses of past regulatory practices.

This work was carried out as part of the Auto Technology

Program (HS928) at The Transportation Systems Center, under the

sponsorship of Mr. William Devereaux, Office of the Secretary of

Transportation. The contract technical monitors were Mr. Robert

Ricci and Dr. Bruce Rubinger. The current program evolved from

the Automotive Energy Efficiency Program which was started in 1974

to evaluate the capability of the automotive industry to improve

the fuel economy of their production vehicles, and to assess the

energy, safety, economic, and environmental effects. The

importance of these objectives was recognized by the Interagency

Federal Task Force on Motor Vehicle Goals Beyond 1980. In 1976,

responsibility for setting fuel economy standards for vehicles up

to 10,000 pounds GVW was delegated to NHTSA, and the present pro-

ject emerged, with its focus on significant issues of technological

innovation as influenced by Federal Policies.

i i i
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

This report presents findings of an initial study of how the automo-

bile industry has responded to the promulgation of motor vehicle standards

by the U.S. government.

Increasingly, the position is being taken by the public that major

changes must occur in the configuration and use of the motor vehicle.

This form of transportation dominates the consumption of scarce natural

resources, and is a major contributor to the problem of air pollution;

the motor vehicle is also involved in a large number of deaths and

injuries that occur each year. In short, changes must occur in the

design and use of motor vehicles to reduce fuel consumption, improve air

quality, reduce fatalities and injuries, and at the same time maintain a

strong and viable domestic automotive industry.

In 1975 the Secretary of Transportation was requested to lead a task

force that would recommend long-range goals for the motor vehicle fleet.

A series of panel reports was published along with a draft summary report

entitled, "The Report of the Federal Task Force on Motor Vehicle Goals

Beyond 1980." The report projected that major changes would be required

in both vehicle design and use to accomplish the goals of energy conser-

vation, air quality improvement, and improved safety. Numerous and

varied comnents on the study were received from industry and from public

interest groups. Of particular interest are the comments of the General

Accounting Office:^

...a logical next step... is a follow-up program that would
assess the problems and issues raised in the report and
would then recommend to the Congress feasible levels and
timing of Federal emissions, safety, and fuel economy
standards .. .that best meet the total needs of the nation.

^Federal Register 42:20:5775, dated 31 January 1977.
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...we believe that this is the. . .time. . .to undertake a program
designed specifically to resolve the issue of how to best
balance Federal automobile standards beyond 1980.

In support of the recommendation to move ahead in further resolv-

ing the issues and making implementation recommendations the Department

of Transportation has undertaken an Automotive Technology Implementation

Study (AT IS). The study is "intended to identify the ways in which the

Federal Government can effectively interact with the automobile manu-

facturers to provide additional incentives for them to rapidly develop

and put improved technology into their production cars."^ The emphasis

is on the effects of federal R&D strategies in motivating manufacturers

to innovate.

Motor vehicle safety is one area where there has been significant

governmental regulation. It was believed that an examination and study

of the history of mandatory motor vehicle safety standards would provide

insight into possible improvements in automotive technology implementation

for the ATIS project. This report examines three safety standards as

evaluative cases, and, to the extent possible accomplishes the following:

§ describes the key decision and leverage points that exist
in the acceptance of safety standards by the automotive
industry

,

» describes how industry determined its response to each of

the standards, and the nature of these responses,

t identifies the relationships that the auto manufacturers'
organizational elements (i.e., research, engineering,
finance, marketing, etc.) have in the decision processes,

t evaluates the impact of the standards on marketing posture,
profitability, and plant utilization,

• identifies where standards have altered the competitive
positions between the firms,

"Questions on Automotive Technology Implementation Study (ATIS),

undated working paper circulated within Transportation Systems Center,

Department of Transportation , 6 pp.
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• describes changes that occurred in organizational
relationships, and

• describes the role and effect that governmental R&D
processes had on the manufacturers ' implementation of
technology.

1.2 METHOD OF APPROACH

There was first an examination of all Federal motor vehicle safety

standards, with emphasis on those applying to passenger automobiles. In

this examination the following factors were determined:

• date of implementation;

• types of vehicles to which the standard applies;

• the general attitude of the automobile industry
toward the standard;

• point of original impetus for the standard; and

• reaction of the industry during proposed rulemaking

From the information thus obtained, three standards were selected

for definitive study:

t MVSS 203 -- Steering Column/Impact -- specifies require-
ments for steering column control systems that will

minimize chest, neck, and facial injuries.

• MVSS 212 -- Windshield Mounting -- establishes windshield
retention requirements for windshield mountings.

• MVSS 215 -- Exterior Protection -- establishes requirements
for the impact resistance and protection provided to front

and rear vehicle surfaces.

The steering column/impact standard (203) was selected because (1)

it was one of the original standards established, (2) industry considered

it a "good" standard, and (3) the research and development which pre-

ceded its introduction was performed exclusively by industry.

The windshield mounting standard (212) was selected because (1)

it was in the second generation of standards promulgated, (2) industry

3



considers it an effective standard, and (3) government sponsored most of

the research and development.

The exterior protection standard (215) was selected because (1) it

has been one of the more controversial standards, (2) resulted in a

confrontation between two industrial groups -- automotive manufacturing

and insurance --, (3) was a more recently promulgated standard, and

(4) both industry and government performed R&D prior to promulgation.

For each of the three standards there was an extensive page-by-page

analysis of all docket material pertaining to the original rulemaking

and all subsequent amendments. A consultant^ (Mr. Arch Doty) was

retained; he reviewed the history of each of the three standards, and
2

conducted interviews with industry representatives to determine the

extent that alternative strategies were considered, and the reasons for

their rejection.

Chapter II describes the history of motor vehicle safety, and the

attitude of the auto industry relative to the safety legislation.

The three standards are discussed in Chapter III; then Chapter IV

analyzes the industry responses to the standards. Chapter V evaluates

the effect of the standards on industry; Chapter VI analyzes the role

of government in the promulgation process; and, finally. Chapter VII

presents the conclusions and recommendations for future investigation.

Mr. Doty's status is unique in the field of vehicle safety.
Until his retirement (February 1, 1977) he was responsible for moni-

toring all motor vehicle safety standard activities for the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association. He filled this position since

before the initial Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, and consequently has

been intimately involved in the industry's decision processes from the

very beginning of vehicle safety standard implementation.

2
Mr. Doty was asked to conduct the interviews because of his long

association with industry representatives.
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2. HISTORY OF AUTOMOBILE SAFETY REGULATION

2.1 EVENTS PRIOR TO THE NATIONAL TRAFFIC AND MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY
ACT OF 1966

Early advocates of motor vehicles argued that they were much

safer than horse-drawn vehicles. A publication directed to early

automobile enthusiasts, Horseless Age , stated in 1896: "The motor

vehicle will not shy or run away The frightful accidents can

be prevented. The motor vehicle will do it."^

However, the safety argument was not used for very long. In

1899, a New York City businessman was killed near Central Park to

become the first known victim of the motor vehicle. From that

point on the death toll climbed rapidly, and now is about 50,000/

year.
2

The highway safety movement has continually stressed that there

would be few auto accidents if drivers operated their vehicles

safely. The automobile manufacturers extended this line of reason-

ing to argue that since their products were not responsible for

accidents, they were under no obligations to design automobiles for

this possibility, but merely for safety under normal operating con-

ditions. This argument was accepted, uncritically, not only by the

public and the highway safety movement, but by the courts as well.

However, there were members of the medical profession and a few

other individuals who, upon seeing the results of this policy.

Horseless Age, June 1896, p. 10, quoted in Styling vs. Safety :

The Ameri can Automobile Indust ry, 1973, Ph.D. Dissertation by

J. Eastman.
2
This figure also includes deaths associated with all motor

vehicles, i.e., passenger cars, trucks, motorcycles, farm tractors,
snowmobiles, etc.

5



began to call for automobile design that would minimize injuries

resulting from what they came to see as the large number of inevitable

highway accidents.^

The formal recognition by the automobile companies of the need

for coordinated programs in automotive safety resulted partially from

the result of national pressure concerning accidents and injuries

occurring on the highways, and the increasingly strident voices stating

the vehicle itself was improperly designed. As one spokesman put it,

"it's time we quit spending so much time on the causes of accidents,

and to think about the causes of injury."

Gradually, the automobile industry began to assign the responsi-

bility for automotive safety to an individual, or to set up a depart-
2

ment. General Motors established a department dealing with automotive

safety within its engineering staff about 1950. Chrysler appointed an

automotive safety department about 1952 to "enhance the reputation of

the corporation in regard to safety"; the department reported directly

to Chrysler's vice president in charge of engineering. Ford did not

officially appoint an automotive safety engineer until 1955; however,

for several years prior to this formal establishment one of their staff

engineers, Alex L. Haynes, had been closely following the literature and

visiting organizations involved in accident research.

The establishment of the automotive safety groups also resulted

from a recognition within the companies that safety aspects should be

more actively considered in vehicle design. And, interestingly, this

^ Fas tma n , J . , "Sty ling vs . Safe ty: The American Automobile Industry
.

"

Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Florida, 1973, p. 223.

2
The earliest coordinated industry safety program started in the

1 930 ’ s when AMA and the American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administration began a formal relationship. Numerous safety develop-
ments resulted, e.g., the sealed beam headlight, the amber turn signals.
The activity became less important when DOT was organized, and it now
deals mainly with periodic vehicle inspection.
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concern seemed to first appear at the highest levels of the corpor-

ation. Robert S. McNamara, at the time Ford's assistant general

manager, strongly supported the move, and the later development of

the "safety car." In McNamara's opinion, "automobile accidents were

a problem which the industry had a responsibility to deal with and

he felt that if it did not, the government might intervene."^

And McNamara was right. In 1956 Congressman Roberts of Alabama

initiated hearings on certain aspects of automotive safety. The

hearings resulted in several pieces of legislation, the most signifi-

cant of which required certain safety devices to be installed on all

automobiles purchased by the federal government.

Probably the most widely-publicized event of the 1960 decade,

relative to automobile safety, was the confrontation between Ralph Nadar

and General Motors concerning the design of the Corvair automobile.

Nader in his book. Unsafe at Any Speed , contended that the Corvair auto-

mobile actual 1y contributed to accidents because of dynamic instability

in medium-speed cornering situations.

The publicity from the GM-Nader battle served to focus public con-

cern on the question of vehicle safety. And this awareness was soon

noticed by Congress. In 1966 the U.S. Senate conducted hearings on

automobile safety. Legislation was drafted as a result of the hearings;

and, the far reaching National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act

of 1966 was passed that year.

Several important observations can be made concerning motor

vehicle safety up to the enactment of the federal legislation:

• The automobile industry generally felt that the central
issue of safety was education, rather than design.

• In every confrontation between safety and styling, the
latter nearly always won; it was felt that the issue of

safety was a depressant to sales; consequently the industry
budgeted hardly any funds to safety research.

• In instances where a company attempted to develop a com-

petitive advantage through the implementation of a safety
improvement it is difficult to determine if the attempt

1
Eastman, J. Ibid, p. 279.
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paid off; industry generally felt that there had been no
gain in position. Some authorities disagree with this
position

.

t There is no indication that any functional element within
the industry was clearly biased toward safer designs; the
strongest voices appeared to be within the engineering
groups or at top management levels, but the pattern was not
consistent.

® There appeared to have been a feeling in the industry that
extra costs associated with safer design were not recover-
able, i.e., the public was unwilling to pay for them.

2.2 NATIONAL TRAFFIC AND MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY ACT OF 1966

The stated purpose of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety

Act of 1966 (hereafter called "the Vehicle Safety Act") was to reduce

traffic accidents and deaths and injuries to persons resulting from

traffic accidents. Section 102 of the Act further defines motor

vehicle safety to mean "the performance of motor vehicles or motor

ehicle equipment in such a manner that the public is protected against

unreasonable risk of accidents occurring as a result of the design, con-

struction, or performance of motor vehicles and is also protected against

unreasonable risk of death or injury to persons in the event accidents

do occur, and includes nonoperational safety of such vehicles." As seen,

only the problem of human loss is addressed; there is no attempt to deal

with economic loss. Human injury (or loss) is dealt with in both the

pre-crash condition and in the crash phase.

Later the National Traffic Safety Bureau, subsequently renamed

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), did concern

itself with economic loss, in particular the cost of vehicle damage.

In 1972 the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act (hereafter

called "the Cost Savings Act") was passed. This law included a

standard setting authority to reduce economic loss, but it was restricted

to bumpers. The Administration opposed the bumper provision, indicating

that "government intrusion into the marketplace should be limited to

matters of necessity involving public health and safety. Nuisance prob-

8



lems associated with consumer products, such as vehicle damageabi 1 ity

,

would be most appropriately solved by marketplace processes, aided as

necessary by a government information program.

The Vehicle Safety Act is the cornerstone to federal involvement

in motor vehicle safety. The key policy points of the Act are:

• Safety standards were selected as the means for dealing
with motor vehicle safety.

• Research and development were called for to support
standards setting.

• A single agency (now NHTSA) was established to carry out the

Act, including standards setting and research program manage-
ment.

The legislation was passed on March 2, 1966. The legislation set

up a new agency (now NHTSA), which set about developing a set of pro-

posed standards. Generally, the agency relied on two sources for the

first group of standards: the General Services Administration Standards

for governmental vehicle purchase, and a list of proposed standards pre-

pared by the automobile manufacturers . The GSA standards had been

developed in 1964 at the direction of Congress and clearly indicated

that they (the Congress) expected the manufacturers to add safety equip-

ment for cars used by the government.

The manufacturers' list had been the result of their internal

review of all available information to determine what vehicle-related

safety standards might be most practicable and could be met by existing

technology and production facilities. From these reviews detailed

recommendations were prepared and submitted to the government by MVMA

acting on behalf of the manufacturers.

Letter, J.W. Barnuni, NHTSA, to C. Weinberger, Director of Office
on Management and Budgets, quoted in "Federal Funding of Civilian
Research and Development, Volume II: Case Studies." A.D. Little,
February, PB-251683, p. 144.
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The first group of standards was promulgated on January 1, 1968;

Table 2-1 describes these standards, and summarizes the general industry

attitude toward each. With only one exception, industry was positive

toward all of the standards that were promulgated."* The lone exception

was MV5S 211 (nuts and disc specifications), which industry considered

then, and now, to be a frivolous and non-essential standard. "The standard

was written on a whim. There was no analysis of the need for the standard;

it was not supported by any responsible professional group, and came as a

2
complete surprise to the automobile industry."

The other standards were supported by the domestic passenger car

manufacturers . The industry understood the requi rements , saw no sig-

nificant problems of implementation (most were already incorporated into

the vehicles), and foresaw no difficulties in marketing the modifications

or performing post-sale service. And, importantly, industry felt the

standards would be beneficial and would significantly improve safety

performance of the vehicles.

After the initial standards had been promulgated, NHTSA initiated

efforts to expand the areas of regulation. This second phase extended

over a three-year period, from approximately 1969 through 1971. The

public pressure on the automobile industry continued at a very emotional

level during this period; however, it began to moderate, especially

in the stridency of its tone at the end of this period. The government

had overcome the uncertainties associated with a new organization, and

were developing independently formulated approaches to safety regulation.

Table 2-2 lists the standards promulgated during this period that

were related to the passenger automobi 1e. As seen, most of these regu-

Also the original 201 standard was fought with a legal action by
the industry. The original standard was abandoned as a result of

litigation and a more rational standard promulgated. Industry believes
this standard is cost effective.

2
Mr. Arch Doty, consultant, personal interview, February 28, 1977.
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TABLE 2-1. Original Passenger Car Standards Promulgated
Under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act of 1966.

Standard
Estimate of

Industry Attitude
Number Description Development Background Toward Standard*

101 Control
location

Developed from GSA
standard

Good standard

102 Shift lever
sequence

Developed from GSA stan-
dard; industry had

earlier standardized on

shift sequence

Good standard

103 Defrosting Developed from existing
SAE standard

Good standard

104 Windshield
wiping

Developed from GSA stan-
dard; devices were in-

stalled on all production
vehicles prior to

standard

Good standard

105 Hydraul ic

brakes
Developed from GSA stan-
dard

Good standard

106 Brake hose Developed by coordinating
several SAE standards

Acceptable
standard

107 Reflecting
surfaces

Developed from GSA stan-
dard

Good standard

108 Lighting Developed by combining
GSA standard with SAE
standard

Good standard

109 Ti res Developed from GSA stan-
dard

Good standard

110 Tire
selection

Developed from GSA stan-

dard
Good standard

111 Mi rrors Developed from GSA stan-

dards
Good standard

201 Occupant
protection

Developed from GSA stan-
dard; original proposed

Good standard

standard was poor and
lawsuit was instituted by
industry; standard was
then developed by joint
effort between NHTSA and

industry

11



TABLE 2-1. Original Passenger Car Standards Promulgated
Under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act of 1966 (Continued).

Standard

Number Description Development Background

203 Steering
col umn/impact
protection

Developed from GSA stan-
dard; original R&D per-

formed at GM; used by two
manufacturers before
regulation

204 Steeri ng
col umn/rear-
ward dis-

place

Developed from GSA stan-
dard; R&D industry
originated

205 G1 azi ng Based on American Stan-
dard's Association stan-
dard; recommended by

industry; incorporated
into vehicles before
regul ation

206 Door
latches

Developed from GSA stan-
dard, had been incorpo-
rated into all standard
vehicles before regu-
lation

207 Seat
anchorages

Derived from GSA stan-
dard

208 Seat belt
installations

Original derivation of

standard was current
practice of industry

209 Seat belt
assemblies

Derived from Dept, of

Commerce regulations

210 Anchorages Developed from GSA stan-
dard

Estimate of

Industry Attitude
Toward Standard*

Excellent standard

Excellent standard

Very cost-
beneficial

Cost-beneficial
standard

Cost-beneficial
standard

Very cost-
beneficial

Good standard

Cost-beneficial
standard

211 Nuts and Developed without sup- Not a rational
discs porting research standard

301 Fuel tank Developed from GSA stan- Good standard as

dard originally de-
veloped (current
version is

questionable)

^Source for "industry attitude" estimate is an informal working
paper prepared by Mr. Arch Doty, consultant.
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TABLE 2-2. Passenger Car Standards Promulgated from 1969

to 1971 Under the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966.

Standard

Number Description Development Background

Estimate of
Industry Attitude
Toward Standard*

112 Headlamp Con-
cealment

Based on thinking at

NHTSA
Nui sance-type
standard

113 Hood latches Basic were existing SAE
standards

Good standard

114 Theft
protection

Based on thinking at

NHTSA
Good standard

115 Vehicle
identi fi ca-

tion numbers

Based on existing system
used by industry

Good standard

116 Brake fluid Based on SAE standards Good standard

117 Retreaded
tires

Based on thinking at

NHTSA
Questionable
benefits

118 Power
windows

Based on thinking at
NHTSA--all manufacturers
in conformance before
issues

Questionable
need for a

standard

202 Head
restraints

Developed from 6SA stan-
dard

Questionable
benefits

212 Windshield
mounting

Developed as result of
request for NHTSA
comments

Cost-beneficial
standard

213 Child seat-
ing systems

Developed by NHTSA Good standard

*Source for "industry attitude" estimate is an informal working
paper prepared by Mr. Arch Doty, consultant.
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lations were the product of internal NHTSA thinking. Likewise, they

are considered by industry to be of less benefit than were the original

standards; four of the ten were considered to have questionable value.

None of the standards were considered to be of such poor quality that

industry contemplated any serious action to defer or to eliminate the

proposal. Most of their critical conments were directed toward a need

to have a longer period to prepare for implementation, or toward further

assessing the benefits of the standard.

The final group of standards were those promulgated after 1971.

By this time the NHTSA team was fully staffed, and the earlier standards

had been operational sufficiently long to have been totally evaluated.

Also, and significantly, during this period, the automobile industry

received unexpected support from the energy crisis. The industry could

now say, and people would listen, that certain additional safety devices

added weight to the vehicle, which increased fuel consumption. The

industry now had an effective and telling argument to support its con-

tentions. They used it too; almost every docket since 1973 has contained

presentations in this regard if there was the slightest suspicion that

the regulation would result in a vehicle weight increase.

Table 2-3 lists the totally new standards that have been promul-

gated since 1971. Generally, the industry's attitude is not as positive

toward these standards as toward those introduced earlier. Though the

industry feels the standards are not as beneficial, concerns have not

been sufficiently strong to resort to litigation. In one instance

though, indications are that litigation was seriously considered. The

standard involved was MVSS 215, “Exterior Protection."

In summary, there is no question but that the automobile industry

has responded positively toward regulations imposed by the Vehicle

Safety Act of 1966. Table 2-4 shows its current attitude toward the

standards. Thirty of the 46 standards are considered "good" or

"'acceptable"; eight are of "questionable value"; only two are considered

"nuisances." The industry had no opinion or felt it was too early to

know the benefits/cost relationships for six of the standards.



TABLE 2-3. Passenaer Car Standards Promulgated from 1972
to Present Under the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966.

Standard

Number Description Development Background

Estimate of

Industry Attitude
Toward Standard*

105-75 Hydraulic
brakes

Developed from 6SA stan-
dard

Good standard

119 T i res Based on tire and rim

association standards
Good standard

120 Ti re

selection
Based on tire and rim
association standards

Good standard

124 Accelerator
control
system

Based on NHTSA thinking Questionable
value

125 Warning
devices

Derived from Bureau of

Motor Carrier Safety
Unknown value

214 Side door
strength

Based on work done by GM Insufficient data;
some are skpetical

215 Exterior
protection

Derived from SAE stan-
dard

Questionable
value

216 Door crush
resistance

Derived from existing
SAE standard regarding
rollover

Questionable
value

219 Hood
intrusion

Developed from NHTSA
thinking

Insufficient
data

302 FI arrmabi 1 i ty Derived from FAA stan-
dard

Does not appear
to be cost
effecti ve

^Source for "industry attitude" estimate is an informal working
paper prepared by Mr. Arch Doty, consultant.
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TABLE 2-4. Industry Appraisal of MVSS Standards versus the

Development Source .

Development
Source

Government

Industry

Other

Total

Industry App raisal (numbe r of s tandards)
Good ~Tccepta5Te QuesliTonabl e

~TTui sance Unknown Total

21

4

A
29

33

5

8

46

Source: TaTbles 2-1, -2, -3.
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A cursory examination of the standards considered by the industry

to be of questionable or nuisance value indicates that the following

conditions prevailed:

• Promulgation was hasty and without significant R&D.

• Standard is of recent history.

• Industry was not involved in the problem definition.

For the above reasons, the standards were closely examined to select

three specific cases for further study that in some way reflected

variations of these attributes. The selections were:

MVSS 203 - Steering Wheel/Impact . This standard was part of the

original group of standards; is considered to be a good standard by

industry; was preceded by lengthy industry R&D; and promulgation

occurred fairly quickly.

MVSS 212 - Windshield Mou n ting . This standard was part of the

second generation of standards; the development occurred exclusively

within NHTSA; promulgation occurred at moderate speed; and industry

considers it an effective standard.

MVSS 215 - Exterior Protection . This has been a recent promul-

gation; has been a very controversial standard; it involves the Cost

Savings Act "economic benefit" clauses; it is considered of question-

able value by the automobile industry, and litigation was contemplated;

and it has had significant R&D both by government and by industry.

17



3. CASE STUDY OF THREE MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS

3.1 MVSS 203 -- STEERING COLUMN IMPACT STANDARD

This standard was one of the initial standards (Table 2-1). The

standard's purpose was to "specify requirements for steering control

systems that will minimize chest, neck, and facial injuries to the

driver as a result of impact."^

The standard specifies that when the steering control system is

impacted by a body at a relative velocity of 15 miles per hour, the

impact force developed on the chest of the body shall not exceed 2500

pounds. Additionally, the steering control system shall be so construc-

ted that no components or attachments, including horn actuating mechan-

isms and trim hardware, can catch the driver's clothing or jewelry

during normal driving maneuvers.

Because of the very limited time allowed by Congress for implemen-

tation of the initial standards, the MVSS 203 standard was a rewrite

of the General Service Administration 515/4a standard. The GSA standard

was developed as a result of research studies conducted by vehicle

laboratories (primarily at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories) several

years earlier. These studies indicated that one of the highest "pay-

off" areas, in terms of injury and fatality, would be the development

of energy-absorbi ng steering columns. Work was initiated by the

manufacturers (primarily at Saginaw Steering Division of General Motors),

and by the time MVSS 203 was considered, the manufacturers had conducted

over eight years of research and development on energy-absorbing steer-

ing columns. Additionally, all GM vehicles and some Chrysler vehicles

were already being equipped with steering columns that met the MVSS 203

specifications

.

^Federal Register 32:2414, February 3, 1967.
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Table 3-1 describes the actions that have occurred relative to the

standard.

The original standard was proposed in 1966, and adopted in 1967.

A major amendment was proposed in 1970 that would have made the

standard much more stringent. It would have increased the impact velo-

city from 15 mph to 20 mph, and reduced the force of impact from 2500

pounds to 1200 pounds. The proposal was finally dropped because pre-

sentations from industry caused NHTSA to conclude the proposed changes

were unreasonably severe.

The only amendment that has actually been adopted was one proposed

by General Motors in 1974. This amendment permitted the exemption of

selected vehicles from MVSS 203 to permit the development of an air

cushion restraint system at the driver's position as a means of meet-

ing the frontal barrier crash protection requirements of standard 208.

Ford Motor Company stated in their response to the proposed rule-

making on the initial standard:^

We fully support the purpose of the National Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Ford Motor Company is committed
to a continuing unreserved effort to increase highway safety...

Public comments by some members of the industry after the
publication of the proposed standards have led many observers
to conclude that the automobile industry is recalcitrant, or
against safety, or poorly managed if it cannot incorporate
the safety requirements called for under the standards. This
is not so. The most serious problem in most cases is that the

manufacturers cannot incorporate changes to conform with many
of the standards in the time permitted.

One tragic consequence of an administration of the Act that

fails to honor established industry practices with regard to lead

time is the defensive engineering posture the manufacturers would

be forced to assume in an attempt to ensure their ability to con-

tinue their business operations without chaotic dislocation...

Letter, Will Scott, Ford Motor Company, to W. Haddon, Jr., National

Traffic Safety Agency, January 1, 1967, with attachments (Docket #3,

Notice #1 )

.
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TABLE 3-1. Summary of Actions on MVSS 203.

Reference
redera! Regi ster

Date Vol ume Page Description of Action

December 3,

1966
31 15219 Notice of proposed rulemaking

for standard.

February 3,

1967
32 2408-10 Rule promulgated into a standard

October 14,

1967
32 14278-80 Proposal to extend the standard

requirements to include a maxi-
mum chest pressure and a

specification for rate of onset
of force. Dropped.

September 25,

1970
35 14940-41 Proposal to change the body

block force to 1800 pounds, and
the rate of impact to 20 mph,
with the impact force not to

exceed 1200 pounds. Proposal
was never adopted.

September 23,
1974

39 34062 Proposal to exempt vehicles
that conform to MVSS 208, so

that airbags might be deploy-
able. Adopted.
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The above excerpt generally expressed the viewpoints of all the

domestic manufacturers. It indicated (1) their commitment to highway

safety, (2) their main problem being one of time allowed for compli-

ance, and (3) their concern with the need to resort to "defensive

engineering.

"

And so the initial standard was adopted. The manufacturers made

their necessary production adjustments, and the complying vehicles

began to appear with the 1969 model year.

Even while the basic promulgation was proceeding, the government

began to develop an amendment. It would further define the maximum

pressure that could be exerted by the column at the chest. The industry's

response was immediate and sharp.

The Automobile Manufacturers Association submitted extensive com-

ments on the proposed amendment. The comments indicated strong support

of the existing system. Additionally, Chrysler in a separate submis-

sion stated:

...The present capability of our energy-absorbing steer-
ing control systems should not be jeopardized by an arbitrary
rate of onset requirement until more human tolerance data are
firmly established and an optimum balance in the best inter-
ests of safety can be assured.

1

Volkswagen of North America questioned whether it was possible to

accurately determine the pressure in the area of impact between the

driver's chest and the steering control system.

As a result of docket submissions, the government reconsidered its

position and decided not to adopt the proposed rule.

In 1970 the government proposed another amendment, which would

change the body block force and rate of impact. This proposal was

^Comments by Chrysler on Advanced Notice of Propos ed Rule Making,
Docket 2-3, Notice 67-5.
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the most controversial of any submitted relative to this standard. The

proposal would increase the impact specification from 15 mph to 20 mph;

at the same time there would be a reduction from 2500 pounds to 1800

pounds for the force on the body block.

The response of every manufacturer was emphatic; they indicated

the following:

® There were no data that would substantiate the need for a

change; all published information indicated the existing
system provided a high level of protection.

9 There is no established and accurate procedure for measur-
ing impact area under dynamic conditions; there were also
other difficulties indicated in defining the specifications.

» Design conflicts would occur between the passive restraint
system and the redesigned steering column system; they were
proposed for implementation within six months of each
other.

After consideration of all comments the government decided to aban-

don the proposed rule change.

The next amendment was proposed at the suggestion of General Motors,

to "permit the development of an air cushion restraint system at the

driver's position as a means of meeting the frontal barrier crash pro-

tection requirements of standard 208.""* General Motors sought the

exclusion because conformity with MVSS 203 would be made difficult as

a result of the redesign needed to install the air cushion system.

With only one exception all manufacturers who commented supported

the proposed amendment. The exception, American Motors, suggested

that the exception not be granted until such time as the future require-

ments of MVSS 208 could be firmly established.

A part of General Motor’s presentation was the extent of finan-

cial commitment necessary for the development of the passive restraint

^Preamble to Amendment to Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 203,
"Impact Protection from the Steering Control System." Part 571:
S203-PRE-1.
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system, and the need to have government assurances that the steering

column standard would not be an obstacle to the restraint system

development.

The government agreed that the request was reasonable, and

did not find sufficient reason from invited comments to defer

granting of that request. Consequently in May 1975, the MVSS 203

standard was amended to exclude from its requirements some

passenger cars which meet the frontal barrier crash requirements of

MVSS 208, "Occupant Crash Protection." The basic standard and

amendment are a part of the appendix.

3.2 MVSS 212 ~ WINDSHIELD MOUNTING

The MVSS 212 standard was one of the "second generation" of

promulgations. It was evolved after the hectic period when initial

standards were developed, and was thus in an era when the effects

of the initial standards were beginning to be felt within NHTSA,

and logical extensions of the original standards were being de-

veloped.

MVSS 212 was, in part, an extension of an original standard,

MVSS 205, which laid down requirements for various types of glazing

utilized in motor vehicles, including windshields. In effect,

MVSS 212 was to extend the effectiveness of the windshield require-

ments of MVSS 205 by assuring that the windshield itself was re-

tained in an accident; it (the windshield) was to be a "safety net"

to prevent unrestrained passengers from being ejected.

The basic standard was published on August 16, 1968, as indi-

cated in Table 3-2. The date of implementation was set at January

1, 1970. From then until the present time the government has con-

tinued to propose modifications and amendments. One proposed change

has been to expand the standard's applicability to almost all

vehicles less than 10,000 pounds GVW. This proposed change has

been to make the testing procedure the same as that required for
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TABLE 3-2. Summary of Actions on MVSS 212.

Reference
Federal Register

Date Vol ume Tage Description of Action

December 28,
1967

33 20865-66 Notice of proposed rulemaking -

Basic Standard.

August 16,

1968
33 11652-53 Rule, basic standard.

December 24,

1969
34 20212 Notice of proposed rulemaking:

extend the applicability to all

multi-purpose vehicles. Amend-
ment, definition classification.
Dropped.

July 14, 1970 35 11242-80 Notice of proposed rulemaking;

expansion to include vehicles
up to 10,000 lb GVW ; make 75%
retention requirement necessary
for all test procedures; modify
vehicle loading to facilitate
simultaneous testing with MVSS
208. Dropped.

January 18,

1974
39 2274-75 Notice of proposed rulemaking;

expansion to include vehicles
up to 10,000 lb GVW; make 50%
retention requirement necessary
under all test procedures;
extension test temperature
conditions; make vehicle loading
consistent with MVSS 208 con-
ditions. Dropped.

August 30,

1976
41 36493-94 Amendment. Excluded open-body

type vehicles.
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MVSS 208, "Occupant Crash Protection," and there were also sug-

gested changes in the extent of windshield retention that would be

permitted.

In the seven years since the standard has been promulgated,

there have been three separate attempts to amend the original

standard, as indicated in Table 3-2. As yet, no proposal has ever

been adopted, and the original standard still stands without change.

Examination of the dockets relating to the proposed rule

ing of the basic standard and the amendments indicated the follow-

ing:

t The U.S. passenger car manufacturers generally supported
the purpose of the standard, and indicated an ability to

comply, in all instances; however, they indicated a need
to have a longer time period to prepare for compliance
than was proposed.

• The foreign manufacturers unanimously questioned the
safety benefits offered by the standard (the European
safety experts generally believed that a "pop-out" wind-
shield was preferable to a retained windshield).

• Special-purpose vehicles and trucks would have great
difficulty in meeting the standard because of unusual
torsional conditions that exist in the operation of
these vehicles.

• Promulgation dates should be consistent with model
changes.

Because the improved windshield requirement specified in MVSS

205 was already being followed, the U.S. passenger car manufacturers

had developed an awareness of the safety costs and benefits possible

in the windshield area. They had developed a sensitivity and

sympathy toward the standard's objectives. Additionally, industry

did not feel that implementation costs, production engineering, or

marketing effects would be a problem. As a result, the standard

has continued to be viewed as cost-beneficial.
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3.3 MVSS 215 -- EXTERIOR PROTECTION

The MVSS 215 standard has had one of the most controversial

implementation histories of any standard. Among other things, it

has led to a confrontation between two major U.S. industrial

sectors: the insurance industry and the automobile manufacturing

industry. And, for the first time, economic benefits replaced

safety benefits as the major basis for decision making in the promul-

gation of a standard.

This standard establishes requirements for the impact resis-

tance and protection provided to front and rear surfaces of the

automobile, and is commonly known as the "bumper standard."

Early bumpers on U.S. -produced vehicles were designed purely

to protect the vehicle bodywork from damage. They were made of

spring steel, and probably had a negative safety value.

With the sophistication of vehicle bodywork in the 1950's and

1960's the bumper was treated more and more as a styling adjunct

than a protective device. Bumpers became so integrated into vehicle

bodywork design that even low-speed impacts could be expected to

result in damage to vehicle safety devices such as headlamps, turn-

signals, light markers, etc., and to result in expensive damage to

body sheet metal. One of the major reasons for imposition of MVSS 215

was the impact that front- and rear-end collisions had on those

devices important for safe vehicle operation.

The announcement by NHTSA of a proposed bumper standard was

not greeted with enthusiasm by vehicle manufacturers because of the

type of standard being considered. And, the short time proposed for

implementation, they feared, would pose serious problems involving

vehicle engineering and vehicle assembly.

NHTSA's rulemaking process of MVSS 215 has been studded with

advance notices of proposed rulemaking, revisions, and corrections,

as seen in Table 3-3. But the original standard was the most

traumatic to the industry. The manufacturers were faced with a

short implementation time of a standard that dealt with basic

vehicle structures. As a result the revisions needed for
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TABLE 3-3. Summary of Actions on MVSS 215.

Reference
Federal Register

Date Volume MT"
November 24, 35 17999-18001
1970

April 16, 1971 36 7218-20

June 22, 1971 36 11868-69

Description of Action

Initial NPRM

Adopted with effective dates
9-l-72~anT?^73

Changes from initial NPRM in-

cl ude:

1. Allowing fixed barrier tests
for 1972 (instead of
pendul urn tests )

.

2. Reducing 1972 requirements
from 4 to 2 1/2 mph for the

rear.

3. Reducing corner impact
angle from 45° to 30° from
longitudinal

.

4. Raising minimum test height
from 14" to 16".

5. Allowing 30 minute inter-
vals between impacts.

Propose reducing corner impacts
from 5 mph on front and 4 mph on
rear to 3 mph for all corners.
Adopted for 9-1-73 requirements .

Propose raising rear standard
from 4 mph to 5 mph. Adopted
for 9-1-73 requirements .

Proposes that engine must be

running during impact test.

Adopted for 9-1-73 requirements .

ChangelTto read, "must be runn-

ing during onset of impact .

11

Proposes that no damage can
occur on any safety-related
equipment. Adopted for 9-1-73

requi rements .
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TABLE 3-3. Summary of Actions on MVSS 215 (Continued)

Reference

Date
Federal
Vol ume

Regi ster
Page Description of Action

October 21

,

1972
36 20369 Proposes that vehicles with

wheelbases under 115" be

exempted for one year from
pendulum tests. Adopted for
9-1-73 requirements.

Proposes delaying corner im-

pact requirement of impacts
lower than 20" until 9-1-75.

Adopted for 9-1-73 requi rements

.

January 22,

1972
37 1059 Proposes trailer hitches may be

removed before testing.
Adopted for 9-1-72 requirements.
Denied 8-19-72.

'

July 9, 1974 39 25237-40 Proposes testing requirements
that would allow the use of soft
bumpers. Adopted for 9-1-75.

August 15,

1974

39 29369-70 Clarifies 9-1-73 requirements.
Allows the release of gas or
hydraulic pressure on impact.

August 16,

1974
39 29600-01 Proposes extending the

exemption for vehicles with
wheelbases under 115". Adopted
until 10-31-74.

August 15,

1974

39 29369-70 Proposes front and rear impacts
at 5 mph and corner impacts at

3 mph for 9-1-75. Dropped.

January 2,

1975

40 10-12 Proposes reducing current stan-
dards to 2 1/2 mph for front and
rear, and 1 1/2 for corners.
Dropped.

Proposes reducing impacts to 3.

Adopted 5-13-75.

January 2,

1975
40 10-12 Proposes stringent requirements

for 1978-1979, stipulating
virtually no damage at all.
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TABLE 3-3. Summary of Actions of MVSS 215 (Continued)

Date

March

March

Reference
Federal Register
Volume "Rage Description of Action

12, 1975 40 11598-601 Proposes "Chrysler Amendment."
Adopted 5-13-75 .

Proposes stricter interim re-

quirements than those of 1-2-75

5 mph front and rear, and 4 mph
on corners. Adopted 5-13-75 .

4, 1976 41 9374 Proposes modification of MVSS
215 on Part 581 so that soft
bumper material may be used.
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conformance could not be phased in during the normal research,

development, and tooling schedules. It was thus necessary to make

"fixes" in order to meet the mandated implementation date. The

"fixes" included use of off-the-shelf hydraulic shock absorbing

components, that were tacked on in almost "Rube Goldberg" fashion.

The results were vehicles that:

e were more costly,

• were approximately 100 pounds heavier,

• were less attractive, and

• were inconvenient because of increased length.

In the years since the original imposition of the standard all

of the above problems have been reduced, but not eliminated, through

incorporation of the bumper requirements into the basic vehicle

structure, and through the usage of lighter weight materials.

Industry's strong reaction to the basic standard would be

typified by Chrysler's docket submission to the initial NPRM. They

stated:

Petitioner's (Chrysler) position that standard 215 is not
an appropriate Motor Vehicle Safety Standard is based on the
following:

1. The Administration has failed to give due consi-
deration to leadtime requirements necessary for
engineering development, testing and tooling of

bumpers and related vehicle structures which are re-
quired to meet the provisions of the standard applic-
able to 1974 and later model passenger cars.

2. Standard No. 215 prohibits the vehicle from "touch-
ing" the specified test device except on the impact
ridge. Such a requirement is unnecessarily re-
strictive and does not meet the need for motor vehicle
safety.

3. The requirements in Standard No. 215 specifying the
shape of the nose of the pendumum-type test device are
unreasonably and excessively severe and, therefore,
such requirements are impracticable and do not meet
the need for motor vehicle safety.
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4. The corner impact speed requirements in Standard No.

215 are unreasonably severe and could result in a

condition which would be detrimental to safety.

5. The height requirements for corner impacts set forth
in Standard No. 215 are unreasonably severe and could
adversely affect motor vehicle safety

J

But the trauma caused by the initial standard was only the

beginning. In 1973 the NHTSA published a notice proposing the

establishment of a new bumper standard to be issued under the

authority of Title I of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost

Savings Act. This Act permitted the government to evaluate the

bumper standards on both an economic benefit basis and on a safety

benefit basis. With the introduction of economic benefits as an

evaluative criteria, industry's responses to rulemaking began to con-

tain discussions of costs, and non-safety benefits.

General Motors said in its docket response to the proposed

rule :

...It would. . .appear that the intent of Title I (re-

duction of consumer economic loss) cannot be met by a standard
which achieves the objective of reducing low speed collision
losses while simultaneously causing a disproportionate in-

crease in initial cost and operating expenses. As the primary
objective of the Act is to reduce overal

1

consumer costs of

vehicle collision losses, it is imperative that a compre-
hensive benefit - cost analysis be conducted...^

General Motors goes on to indicate that they had performed an

economic study of the standard. One of their conclusions was, "the

benefit-cost analysis indicates that the additional benefits to the

consumer are less than the additional costs for the 1973 exterior
3

protection system for the first year."

^"Petition for Reconsideration," Chrysler Corporation, Docket No.

1-9 and 1-10, Notice 4, Department of Transportation, May 1971.
?
General Motors Addendum to Petition for Amendment of MVSS 215, USG
1045, Part II.

3
Ibid.
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There was no doubt about it; industry felt (and still feels)

the standard was of questionable safety and economic value. And,

it has raised the retail cost of an automobile more than any other

vehicle safety standard. Mr. Lee A. Iacocca, Ford Motor Company

President, indicated in a letter to Senator Domenici that MVSS 215

had added over $100 to the retail price of an automobile through

the 1975 model year. ^ (This figure is sufficiently large to adversely

affect automobile demand between one and two percent, based on

estimated elasticity relationships between auto demand and vehicle

sales price).

In summary, the industry feels that MVSS 215 is an excellent

example of how not to promulgate a federal requirement. The indus-

try felt it was too hastily conceived. They felt it would pose

serious problems concerning vehicle engineering, component manu-

facturing inventory, and vehicle assembly; and, they were concerned

with the negative impact it would have on finance, marketing, and

profitability. Their concerns proved justified on every count.

^letter, Mr. Lee Iacocca, Ford Motor Company, to U.S. Senator
Pete V. Domenici, dated May 13, 1975.
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4. ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO VEHICLE
SAFETY STANDARDS

4.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

Over 10 years have passed since the passage of the Motor Vehicle

Safety Act. In that period of time there have been major changes

in (1) industry's attitude toward government regulation, and (2) the

public's feelings toward the automobile industry.

At the onset of regulation the industry was nervous in its rela-

tionships. On one hand it initiated a bitter and acrimonious lawsuit

against the government to have the original MVSS 201 standard set

aside. And, even though it won the battle, many feel that such a

confrontation between government and industry would not occur today.

^

At the same time, though, and the MVSS 201 controversy notwithstanding,

the industry in the early days also exhibited some unusually coopera-

tive attitudes. When the Vehicle Safety Act was passed, industry

submitted to the government (through the AMA) a list of 11 proposed

safety standards. The auto manufacturers designated senior engi-

neers on their staffs to cooperate with government officials in

working out safety standard details. They also committed large sums

of money for vehicle safety research and development.

But there was uncertainty and ambivalence within the automo-

bile industry toward governmental regulation. In a letter dated

January 1, 1967, Ford Motor Company begins its submission to Docket

No. 3, Notice 1, as follows:

We fully support the purpose of the National Traffic and
Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Ford Motor Company is committed
to a continuing, unreserved effort to increase highway safety.

1

Doty, Arch, op.cit .
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There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of this assertion. Ford

did not say they supported the Act; they said they supported the

purpose of the Act -- human safety -- and that any disagreements

they may have with the government on proposed standards would be with

the standards themselves, not the safety needs to which they are

addressed.

Having stated its interest in human safety, Ford goes on, in

this lengthy and interesting document, to discuss in detail its

interpretation of the new law and its effect on Ford. Though

ostensibly a response to the 23 initial standards, the letter is a

much broader attempt to clarify the relationship imposed by the

legislation and to set up ground rules for the implementation of it.
1

Ford's interpretation is a strict one, and its discussion of

the Act is a checklist of criteria to be applied to any proposed

standard before it may be said to conform to the provisions of the

Act. The first of these, and apparently the most important, is that

“each standard must be clear and precise." Regarding the 23 initial

standards. Ford wrote:

One of the most pervasive and distressing aspects of the
standards is the need to make one or more interpretive
assumptions with respect to the standard before Ford can
even consider whether its products will meet the standard
or could be altered to meet it. ...It is an established
principle that any regulation having the force of law must
be clear, precise, unambiguous, and fairly susceptible of

only one interpretation, if a penalty is to be invoked for
Its violation.

Other statutory criteria (must be practicable, must be a per-

formance standard, must meet a need for traffic safety, etc.) are

listed and discussed as they relate to the proposed initial standards.

In the same document. Ford discusses its fear concerning the

power given to the National Traffic Safety Bureau, and quotes Con-

1

ments
The complete text of the section dealing with standard require-
is contained in the appendix.
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gressman Harvey's speech in the House during the final considera-

tion of the bill

:

...Some of this concern from those in the auto industry
comes about because of the very vast discretion that is turned
over to the Secretary in this particular bill.

Mr. Chairman, this is something that I cannot think of
any way to get around. We must empower him with the
authority to get out these particular standards. Whether the

Secretary truly understands when we talk of the model year --

whether he truly understands when we talk of the leadtime
necessary in new model production and comprehends -- these things
are tremendously important, not only to the automobile indus-
try but to all of our country.

This, then, is the real thrust of Ford's remarks. There is sud-

denly a piece of law which regulates them, and they can interpret

it exactly, and insist that the government interpret it exactly,

and continue to insist on a rigid interpretation even down to the

present day. They didn't necessarily expect it to happen that way.

Their understanding of law is somewhat more sophisticated, and

even in 1967 they are aware that to expect a static administrative

posture from the government is unrealistic. What they did expect,

and what they felt they needed, was understanding. Thus, Ford's

response (and that of other companies) to the initial standards is

an attempt to educate the government in the workings of the automo-

tive industry. Lead times are explained in extraordinary detail

;

costs of retooling are discussed; the entire process of designing

an automobile is laid bare for the government in the hope that a

sensitivity to industry concerns would develop.

After this initial phase, relations normalized son*ewhat. In

the case of the windshield retention standard (MVSS 212), proposed

5-16-68, the docket entries involve various objections to the speci-

fic standard, rather than theses on the nature of the car business.

It appears that after the first push to educate the NHTSA, manufac-
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turers adopted a wait-and-see attitude. They had not given up to

NHTSA. They believed they were facing, if not sympathy, then at

least a lack of antipathy, but they had not yet decided on strate-

gies. They had no idea what sort of response would get attention

and which would not. This period may be characterized as a time

when no one wanted to throw the first stone.

Later, by the time the bumper standard (MVSS 215) was first

promulgated in 1971, this had changed and distinctive corporate

personalities began to appear. One remained sober, businesslike,

detached. A second firm became increasingly vituperative and

unyielding. The first discusses; the second petitions. A third

firm is somewhere between them -- firm, but still businesslike.

The auto industry learned that exemptions would be granted for

special and peculiar economic reasons. When GM, for example, pointed

out that a work stoppage in one of its plants would prevent it from

using scarce materials unless the requirement for pendulum testing

(of bumpers) on certain vehicles was delayed, the NHTSA was under-

standing. The meaning of the NHTSA' s attitude on economic consider-

ations like this was not at first clear, though companies were

grateful for whatever relief they could get. What it meant, appar-

ently, or what it came to mean, as AM discovered to its chagrin,

was that the NHTSA sees itself as a regulator of the marketplace

as a whole, rather than simply the items placed on sale. This was

apparent when, at Chrysler's request, the NHTSA exempted (for one

year) vehicles with wheelbases over 120 inches from low-corner impact

requirements. American Motors complained that this put AM at a com-

petitive disadvantage. The NHTSA then explained, in an extraordinary

statement, that this was precisely the point:

The proposal to delay the low-corner impact require-
ments until 9-1-76... was based solely on an intent to provide
Chrysler with some relief from the serious financial diffi-
culties it is now experiencing

J

^Federal Register 40:159, pp. 34347-48.
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4.2 OBJECTIONS TO THE THREE STANDARDS

Objections of motor vehicle manufacturers to MVSS 203, 212, and

215 fall into three broad categories--definitional , economic, and

special problems.

Definitional objections are those concerning the meaning of the

standard, the justification for it, and the testing procedure to be

used. This is an area of critical concern for manufacturers and it

is in this area that their remarks exhibit the most frustration.

Companies feel that the NHTSA should know what it wants and why it

wants it. Indeed, when this sort of firm statement is lacking, they

attempt to define it themselves in their comments. Performance

standards may be difficult and expensive to satisfy, but once they

are firmly promulgated and thoroughly understood, they represent a

definite goal and a challenge. Vagueness, however, or the perceived

absence of a relationship between the proposed standard and an increase

in human safety, is a source of frustration.

All three standards were attacked on the ground that they did not

address a recognized safety objective. At times, the industry argu-

ment was simply that experimental data were insufficient to justify

a safety standard. In the case of MVSS 212, however, studies were

cited indicating that windshield retention ran counter to the inter-

ests of safety. And concerning MVSS 215 (bumpers), manufacturers

objected that human safety was not served by the proposed standard.

(Manufacturers never miss an opportunity to point out that the 1966

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act dealt with human

safety, not damage to vehicles or repair costs.) Regardless of the

specific objections, Chrysler's statement that "...it is important

that clearly stated specific safety objectives be furnished" would

meet little disagreement in the car industry.

Also included in this category are objections to technological

constraints inherent in or implied by proposed standards. The NHTSA,

it was pointed out in the docket responses, should not put itself in
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the position of discouraging industry research in "soft" energy-

absorbing bumpers, for example, or new types of windshield glass.

The development of new methods may contribute significantly to human

safety, yet be in violation of safety standards. Also, from a prac-

tical business standpoint, companies want to be in a position to

decide, at the earliest possible date, whether to refine existing

technology or develop entirely new solutions.

Economic objections are those dealing with lead time, the expense

of testing procedures, and other miscellaneous problems affecting

most vehicle manufacturers more or less equally.

Explanations of lead time requirements are the most common

responses of motor vehicle manufacturers to proposed standards. Often

these explanations are minutely detailed and quite lengthy. Their

schedules are important to them. Indeed, one almost gets the feeling

that manufacturers would have no objection to any standard as long

as they were given adequate lead time.

Related to lead time objections were responses that sought a more

lenient standard. Manufacturers rarely claim that a proposed

standard is impossible to meet. Rather, they relate changes to the

time required to effect them. A small change could be made more

quickly than a large one. This means they are often more inter-

ested in the effective date of a proposed standard than the standard

itself. They tend to look at the date and decide what they can do

within that time, rather than look at the proposed standard and

determine when they can comply with it as written.

The expense of testing procedures is another concern, especi-

ally for manufacturers of a limited number of expensive vehicles.

Truck manufacturers, for example, were aghast at the prospect of

barrier collision tests to determine the ability of their products

to retain windshields.

It is in the nature of the standard maker to impose uniformity.

However, it is in the competitive interest of car companies to

preserve their differences. Hence, manufacturers frequently empha-
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size the special problems regulations create for them in relation

to specific makes and model s--and request delays, exemptions, and

leniency of enforcement.

Often these objections come from foreign or small American

manufacturers of trucks, sportscars, and special-purpose vehicles.

Since it is the very uniqueness of their designs and the special

functions performed by their products that create their market,

they are wary about any regulations which might tend to minimize

the differences between themselves and the major manufacturers.

Another problem was that, while modifications by a major manu-

facturer to bring his products into line with a proposed standard

could be costly and time-consuming, the same modifications for a

small manufacturer could be apocalyptic. Instead of "difficulties"

or "expenses," they spoke of the "extinction of certain types of

vehicles" and pointed out this was not the intent of the 1966

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Specific Responses to the Three Standards

• DEFINITIONAL

Steering column (MVSS 203)

1) Insufficient data to justify standard.

2) Overlapping of standards (203 and 208) causes
confusion and inconvenience.

Windshield retention (MVSS 212)

1) 75% retention is difficult to measure.

2) Does the standard contribute to safety? (A Swedish
regulation is cited which mandates the opposite.)

3) Must be performance standard.

4) Proposed standard discourages development of new and
safer types of windshield glass.

5) If you wear your seatbelts, the windshield question
is irrelevant.
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Bumpers (MVSS 215)

1) Insufficient data to justify standard.

2) Bumper height standards are restrictive of design.

3) Standard not related to human safety.

• ECONOMIC

Steering column (MVSS 203)

1) Effective date too soon. Need more lead time.

2) More lenient interpretation suggested.

Windshield retention (MVSS 212)

1) Need more lead time.

2) Can be done but it costs too much to do it so quickly.

3) Barrier collision tests are too expensive, especially
for a small manufacturer.

Bumpers (MVSS 215)

1) Need more lead time.

2) All related standards should be introduced together.

• SPECIAL PROBLEMS

Windshield retention (MVSS 212)

1) Truck windshields must be replaced frequently.

2) Vehicles built for off-road use undergo unusual
stresses requiring the installation of pop-out
windshields

.

Bumpers (MVSS 215)

1) Bumper heights must be different, according to the
function of the vehicle.

2) Standards which lead to the extinction of certain
types of vehicles are in conflict with the intent
of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act of 1966.

3) U.S. standards should not be incompatible with
international standards.
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4.3 INDUSTRY RESPONSE DEVELOPMENT

4.3.1 Organizational Structures

Without exception the development of responses to proposed rule-

making has been coordinated by the highest management levels within

the automotive manufacturing firms. At Ford, for example, the chair-

man of the board is regularly briefed on matters relating to vehicle

safety standards, and all of the other areas of governmental regu-

lation.^ Almost all material submitted into the docket from

Chrysler Corporation is sent by an executive of vice-presidential

rank. At General Motors the safety standards activity is assigned

to environmental staff, which is headed up by a corporate vice

president.

Typical of the corporate organizations relating to vehicle

safety are those of Ford and Chrysler. Ford's organizational struc-

ture is simple and straightforward, shown in Figure 4-1. The

responsibility for vehicle safety is assigned to the vice-president

for engineering (Misch). His staff is responsible for monitoring all

vehicle safety activities. When a notice of proposed rulemaking

appears, they supervise the preparation of the responses, coordinating

all inputs from throughout the corporation. Strategy decisions are

the ultimate responsibilities of the company's president (Iacocca)

and his staff.

Chrysler' s organization is a more complex structure, as seen in

Figure 4-2. It is similar to Ford's in that the company's strate-

gical decisions are made by the president (Riccardo), in agreement

with three senior vice presidents (Butts, Ford, Cafiero).

Mr. Sidney Terry, vice-president, and his staff have the responsi-

bility of coordinating all public presentations of the company's

position relative to safety. Mr. Butts, vice president of product

T
Mr. Arch Doty, op cit .
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planning supervises activities relative to long-term safety R&D.

Finally, Mr. Loofbourrow, vice-president engineering, is responsible

for converting the regulations into acceptable vehicle designs.

It appears that company finance and marketing functions are

relegated to advisory and staff roles in the decision processes for

both companies. While the inputs of these two groups are carefully

considered and are important, it appears these two groups do not

control or dominate the company's decisions.^

4.3.2 A lternative Analysis

There is hesitancy within industry to discuss the action alter-

natives that were considered by a firm, relative to a proposed

standard. This is especially true in the case of legal actions that

were considered. However, it has been conceded by several know-

ledgeable executives that legal action was actively evaluated during
2

the MVSS 215 discussions. The proposed action was finally dis-

carded, however, because each company individually decided that it

could live with the standard.

The only time that legal action was used was at the time of

the original 201 proposed rulemaking. The decision to proceed was

based on the feeling that the proposed rule was i mpossible to comply

with and still meet the needs of the automobiling public. When the

decision was made to proceed, a special inter-company group was

organized to coordinate the industry's campaign, and an all-out

effort was initiated. The proceedings were acrimonious, but industry

won its point, and the proposed rule was withdrawn. A new standard

was developed, with industry having major inputs into its design.

The current standard is considered by industry to be a good one.

^Doty, Arch, Consultant, op . cit .

2
Ibid.
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A great deal of hard feelings was generated from the MVSS 201

lawsuit, and it convinced industry management even more that a

lawsuit is absol utely the last resort, and should be resorted to only

when it appears the standard is significantly injurious to the

industry, and to the economy.^

1
Doty, Arch, op.cit .
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5. EFFECT OF VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS ON INDUSTRY

5.1 CHANGE IN COMPETITIVE POSITION

While there have been significant changes in competitive positions

since the Motor Vehicle Safety Act was passed, it was not possible

within the limited funding available for this study to detect any

changes in market position that have resulted from the legislation.

It would appear that the safety regulations work to the benefit

of the larger manufacturer who has more extensive facilities and

capital to support costs associated with meeting the standard. Too,

larger production runs would provide a greater base against which to

amortize costs. However, the exchange of technical knowledge, the

pooling of research funding, and the licensing of technical product

developments (such as the GM-developed energy-absorbing steering

column) has tended to negate the competitive advantage which the

larger manufacturers might accrue.

The production scale economy issue is complicated by the extent

of differential that must exist between two models before they are

to be considered as separate production units. For the foreign manu-

facturer the key question is the extent of aberration the U.S. version

causes in his production line. The MVSS 203 did not present a problem

since the Europeans have essentially the same regulation (ECE Regu-

lation 12). However, the MVSS 212 and MVSS 215 standards have no

counterpart in the European and Japanese domestic markets; consequently

the European and Japanese manufacturers will experience production

discontinuities. The importance of maintaining scale economies in

automobile production was pointed out in a recent Charles River

Associates (CRA) study.

...Per unit cost penalties of producing below optimal scale
are fairly steep, especially below 200,000 units. Optimal
scale is higher for small cars than for large cars, and in

addition, the percentage cost penalty for producing 300,000
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or fewer units per year is much greater for small car, ,

especially minicar, production than for large car production

In the same study CRA indicated that the manufacturing costs for

a minicar increased 200-220 percent as a production run decreased from

400,000 to 50,000 units.

For VW the product segregation did not present serious problems

because of the volume of their U.S. sales. For those, however, who

have modest penetration (such as British Leyland or Peugot), the

standards have tended to increase their costs/unit much more than

for U.S. manufacturers . As a final comment, it should be remembered

that the majority of passenger cars imported from Europe are produced

by subsidiaries as affiliates of U.S. vehicle manufacturers. Thus,

the viewpoint and policies of the U.S. -based manufacturers regarding

federal vehicle safety standards takes into consideration the require-

ments of their overseas affiliates.

5.2 EFFECTS ON COMPANY PROFITABILITY

There has been no hard data developed indicating the effects that

the vehicle safety standards have had on company profitability. It

appears, however, the safety standards do have a short-term effect on

profitability, but that in the longer term, vehicle prices are adjusted

to reflect safety improvements.

It would also appear that the smaller manufacturer is not able

to pass on the costs of meeting safety standards to the same extent

as the larger manufacturer, if he desires to remain competitive. In

the years since 1966, General Motors has continued to show a higher

Charles Rivers Associates, Impact of Trade Policies in the U.S.

Automoti ve Market , Prepared for the U.S. Department of Labor. CRA
Report no. 219, October 1976.
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rate of return on stockholder's equity, and the differential is

increasing in favor of GM.^

While it is risky to assume that GM's improving performance

relative to percent return on equity is solely the result of advan-

tages gained through government regulation, the trend is consistent

with the hypothesis.

5.3 CHANGES IN PLANT UTILIZATION

Investigation of the docket literature and interviews with indus-

try representatives indicated that the three safety standards have

had little impact on plant utilization. There is nothing that would

indicate that the three study standards are untypical.

5.4 CHANGES IN ORGANIZATIONAL AND SOCIETAL RELATIONSHIPS

One of the immediate effects of the Vehicle Safety Act was the

development of closer working relationships between the vehicle

manufacturers and those directly involved in vehicle safety.

The automobile industry's coordinated safety standards activity

is closely related to its safety research funding which is continued

on a multi-million dollar per year basis. It is also closely allied

with the activity of the vehicle manufacturers, both individually and

jointly. In more recent years there has been increasing cooperation

between industry's and NHTSA's safety research activities. To date

the majority of the jointly funded research has been in the area of

accident investigations, accident causation research and specific

projects relating generally or specifically to results being achieved

by existing Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. An extension of

A regression analysis for the years 1970-75 for the rate of
return on stockholder's equity shows a slope of -.363 for GM, and
a -.777 for the entire industry.
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this type of jointly funded research into benefit/cost analysis of

existing or possible future motor vehicle safety standards certainly

can assist in optimizing social benefits of standards through the

introduction of new requirements or revisions of existing ones.
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6. ANALYSIS OF GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN VEHICLE
SAFETY STANDARD DEVELOPMENT

The stated purpose of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle

Safety Act of 1966 is "to reduce traffic accidents and death and

injuries to persons resulting from traffic accidents." The Act also

is concerned with "the performance of motor vehicles and motor vehicle

equipment in such a manner that the public is protected against unrea-

sonable risk of death or injury to persons in the event accidents do

occur, and includes non operational safety of such vehicles." The

Act addresses both pre-crash and crash situations but is concerned

only with human loss; no reference is made to economic loss. The

agency established to be responsible for the activity was the National

Traffic Safety Agency; later called the National Highway Safety Bureau;

finally it was named the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

NHTSA, and its predecessor agencies, were to use safety standards

as the means of dealing with motor vehicle safety; the standards were

to be performance standards; and research and development was specifi-

cally called for to support the standards setting.

6.1 MANDATORY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The manufacturer is required to adopt changes in its product

consistent with the terms of the standards. The consuming public

can only buy the product as offered. The standard is intended to

use the power of the law to enforce vehicle safety, thus overcoming

the failure of traditional marketing mechanisms to induce the use

of safety technology.

To date a total of 46 standards have been promulgated, with

about one-half (22) implemented in the first 18 months after the law

was put into effect. Only 20 have been promulgated since then

(nine years)

.
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The greatest emphasis has always been on the "pre-crash" stan-

dards, i.e., performance parameters are measured in a pre-crash

environment, and are designated as 100-series standards. Twenty-three

of these standards have been promulgated.

Crash environment standards (200 series) have also been promul-

gated in large numbers (17); these standards have also been the most

controversial

.

Only two post-crash standards (300 series) have been implemented.

These standards have also created significant controversy.

The main objection to the standards has been the lack of pre-

cision in the specifications, resulting in the need to make inter-

pretive assumptions. The suggestion was made that NHTSA should more
1

thoroughly research the standard before proposing rulemaking.

The other main objection has been the short time period allowed

from rulemaking to official implementation. The criticism is raised

so often, that one gets the impression that NHTSA is unaware of the

importance of timing and scheduling in the manufacturer's design

and production process.

A third objection is the government's apparent lack of objec-

tivity in stating the performance specifications. Ford indicated

this concern with the initial standards.

...In some cases they (the standards) either do not

provide objective criteria in the first place or they
call for test procedures not yet invented...

2

This same theme continued to appear in the dockets of the three

standards that were examined in depth.

Many of the docket submissions indicated the belief that there

had not been the necessary research and development on the proposed

standard performed prior to the notice of rulemaking.

Vord Motor Company General Comments on Proposed Initial Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, Docket 3, No. 1

2
Ibid.
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6.2 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Analysis of the docket literature on the three standards indi-

cated general agreement among the respondents that the proposed

standards (or amendments) had not received sufficient research and

development. The findings were generally consistent with the findings

of an Arthur D. Little study investigating federally-funded R & D

Programs

:

...The following comments are based largely on conversations
with the representatives of various industrial, govern-
mental and public interest agencies. No effort has been
made to reproduce verbatim the comments offered by the

respondents; the intent is to convey the sense of their
comments

.

1 . The Federal Program is Not Establishing and Vali-
dating the Need for Vehicle Safety Standards . The NHTSA
program concentrates heavily on hardware demonstration
projects and design exercises and is deficient in the long-
term, more fundamental studies which could explain the
traffic safety problem and establish the need for particular
regulations. Much of the controversy with industry is

thought to stem from NHTSA 's failure to undertake the
longer term data acquisition and analysis effort which
would establish that safety performance on the road would,
in fact, be increased by compliance with safety standards
that are proposed. The neglect of fundamental studies
by NHTSA is attributed to the inability of such studies
to provide the quick payoff required by near-term objec-
tives established by short-term administrators.

2. The Program is Not Sufficiently Innovative . Oppor-
tunities for new technology are foregone in the interests
of forcing the application of existing technology. This
behavior is the result of a policy which seeks rapid correc-
tion of known deficiencies, even at the cost of superior
results which could be obtained later. There is some
question as to how much further improvement can be made
in motor vehicle safety in the long run; emphasis is placed
on the saving of a life today with known technology, rather
that the possible saving of more life tomorrow with, as yet,
undeveloped technology. The research emphasis discounts
the value of future technology at a high rate.

^Arthur D. Little, Inc., Federal Funding Civilian Research
and Development , February 1976. PB 251266.
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3. An Integrating and Coordinating Leadership is

Needed in the Agency . The most serious criticism offered
in the GAO report is the absence of an integrating and
coordinating leadership at the top of the federal program.
The Agency confronts so many opposing pressures and feels
such a need to harmonize these that it must organize itself
to more quickly apply the results of the research obtained.
The deficiencies here may result from the number and quality
of staff within the Agency, but clearly part of the problem
results from inherent conflict between an R & D branch that
struggles for objectivity and integrity and a rulemaking
branch that is on the firing line trying to harmonize the
diverse interests and points of view in motor vehicle safety.
The field of automotive safety research is relatively young
and irmiature. This is reflected in the Agency's early
research efforts. Also, Agency scientists and engineers
have lacked the training and knowledge to design and monitor
an R & D program that was better directed toward the mission
of the Agency.

4. The Research Program is Ineffective . Its effective-
ness may be severely limited by the policy of rulemaking on
performance standards. Design standards may, in fact, be

needed to make the changes to motor vehicle safety which
ought to be made. Cost/benefit justification of federal
standards may, in the long run, prove to be nothing more
than a stalling technique and a cover for indecision on

the part of the Agency.

5 . Federally-Funded Research and Development P rogram in

Motor Vehicle Safety Must Begin to Consider a Broader Objec-
tive . In the past, the objective has simply been the reduc-
tion of losses in motor vehicle accidents; today, broader
measures of cost and broader measures of benefits must be

considered. Specifically, an effort must be made to balance
concerns for safety with concerns for the economy. More
specifically, proposed changes in the vehicle must be evalu-
ated for their environmental effects and for their economic
consequences, both for the purchaser of the motor vehicle and
its producer. Federal responsibility is divided; the several
agencies having concerns for the automobile must be coordi-
nated if mutually counterproductive moves are to be avoided.
Longer-range goals must be considered.

6 . The Research P rogram Has Accomp li she d Much of Its

Or igina l Objecti ve of Putting Estab l i shed Safety Concepts to

Use . Human loss is of primary concern and ways of reducing
that loss have long been known. The federal effort, supported
by its R & D program, had reduced these losses by the (forced)
application of the safety concepts.
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The above quotation accurately summarizes the feeling of industry

observers concerning NHTSA’s research and development efforts toward

vehicle safety. The problems would suggest the following needs:

• Develop a coordinated program of research and development
that recognizes the needs of the rulemaking branch of the

agency and the timing needs of industry.

• Evaluate and implement the research findings in terms of
rulemaking requirements.
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7. CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

During the 10 years that there have been motor vehicle safety

standards, there have been a wide variety of societal and economic

conditions in which standards were promulgated. In the mid-sixties,

at the time of the initial legislation, the automobile industry was

under heavy attack from the public, and others, relative to the

safety characteristics of vehicle designs. In this environment the

industry found it inappropriate to assume any aggressive uncoopera-

tive position. They were, in fact, most cooperative with the govern-

ment, shared internal classified information with government's

representatives; and kept their criticisms of proposed rulemaking at

minimum levels.

By 1975, however, the situation had changed. Fuel economy

had become important; the public had become aware of the effects on

the economy of an ailing automotive industry; a 55-mph speed limit

had been implemented, significantly reducing the death and injury

statistics. In that environment the industry has tended to be

more emphatic in its criticisms toward proposed rules.

The above examples illustrate one conclusion of the study:

that societal attitudes and economic conditions are a most impor-

tant factor in the industry's responses to proposed rulemaking.

A second conclusion is that the industry continues to feel

that government does not understand the time relationships between

automobile design and the industry's pre-production planning cycle.

In the three study standards, a major industry concern was the prob-

lems and increased costs that would result from not allowing suf-

ficient time to permit incorporation of the necessary design changes

into the normal production process.

There is industry concern over the lack of precision in defining

standard requirements and test procedures; it is believed this is the

result of insufficient research and development prior to rulemaking.
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Generally, industry is favorably inclined toward the existing

standards, with only two (out of 48) being considered as totally

unnecessary.

It was not possible to detect the impact of the safety standards

on a company's marketing posture, long-term profitability, or plant

utilization.

Governmental R & D has had impact on manufacturer technology

implementation. MVSS 212 is an excellent example of this fact.

The key decision and leverage point toward acceptance of any

safety standard is clearly at the highest levels of a company's

management. Among the functional activities it appears that engin-

eering has the strongest position. Most of the technical coordina-

tion activities are assigned to the engineering staff in all of the

big four producers. The other functions, i.e., marketing and finance,

are always asked for supportive input for any standard; however, their

role in the decision process is believed to be subordinate.

It is extremely difficult to develop any definitive data on

alternate strategies that were considered by management relative to

any standard. The inference is that on most standards there was

only one strategy considered: attempt to obtain a standard that is

well defined, and which will not seriously impact production, market-

ing, finance, etc.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

The study identified five areas where further investigation is

needed to provide guidance in policy formulation relative to tech-

nology implementation for vehicle safety standards.

7.2.1 Determine Necessary Lead Time Requirements

First there is a need to more precisely understand the lead

time requirements for safety standard implementation. As has been
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previously pointed out in this study, the major recorded complaint

of manufacturers relative to proposed rulemaking was the need for

more time before promulgation. In 1968 a study^ conducted for the

Federal government examined the area of automotive product intro-

duction. The study was specific and detailed. But even today

industry's complaints concerning the shortness of implementation

lead time persist. There is a need to determine why there are still

criticisms from the manufacturers, and to implement remedial action.

The proposed investigation would examine the dockets for a

representative cross-section of standards and perform a follow-up

investigation of any lead time complaints that were noted. From

information obtained, lead time guidelines would be developed to

aid governmental policymakers in their deliberations concerning

effective dates of standard promulgation.

7.2.2 Investigate Current Benefit/Cost Relationships

It is now possible to examine the benefit/cost relationships

of most safety standards since they have been in effect for several

years, and an accident data base is being developed. Almost all

standards were promulgated on the basis of pro-forma benefit/cost

analyses. Now that vehicles that comply with the safety regula-

tions have been in use for several years, it may be possible to

update the benefit/cost analyses using actual data. I

Industry representatives have often claimed, in public and

in private, that the problem with the regulatory process is that

there is not a continuing process of evaluation of the imposed

regulations. As a result, there is a tendency among the regulated

to strongly react to any suggestion of rulemaking; they see such

rulemaking as the beginning of a non-reversible process. Development

of a process for continually reviewing the benefits and costs of

Arthur Young & Company, “Automotive Industrial Engineering
Study," National Highway Safety Bureau, Contract FH-11-6591,
January 1968, PB 178326.
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a standard would do much to encourage cooperation and fast and effec-

tive implementation.

It is suggested that as an initial effort in this regard the

following standards be evaluated.

« 112 Headlamp concealment

• 117 Retread tires

• 124 Acceleration control

• 211 Nuts and discs

• 214 Side door strength

• 215 Exterior protection

• 216 Door crush resistance

• 312 Flammability

All of the above regulations are considered to be of "question-

able value.

7.2.3 Relationship Between Company Size and the Cost of

Implementing a Standard

It was impossible during the available time and funding authoriza-

tion for this study to make a reasonable assessment of the relationship

between company size and the cost of implementing a standard. There is

reason to suspect that there may, in fact, be a per unit cost differential

associated with safety regulation compliance. If so, then an argument

could be made that safety regulation, per se, is a restraint to competi-

tion, in that it tends to make the small producers even less competitive.

It is recommended that an in-depth investigation be undertaken to

determine the extent, if any, that manufacturer's size affects safety

regulation compliance cost. The study would cover all costs, from

vehicle design through the normal in-use life of the vehicle.

The collection and validation of appropriate cost data will be dif-

ficult. However, it is believed that sufficient information may be

obtained from analysis of existing standards to assess the merit of

the premise.

^ c. f. post . Tables 2-1, -2, -3.
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7.2.4 Coordination of Research Between Government and Industry

One of the major problems associated with effective standards

development and implementation has been vagueness in specifications,

test procedures, and benefits. Much of this problem could be elimi-

nated, it is believed, if there were more effective pre-implementation

research and development. One way to increase the effectiveness of

the research effort would be joint industry-government research

efforts. This joint effort would need to be supported by a long-

range research plan, incorporating the needs and objectives of both

participant groups. A non-biased third party could most effectively

develop this plan and coordinate the research effort itself.

7.2.5 Develop a Long-Term Implementation Pla n

The Motor Vehicle Goals Study was an initial beginning in

evaluating and recommending long-range goals for composition of

the automobile fleet. The study examined different potential

scenarios under varying assumptions of safety standards, emissions

regulations, and fuel economy specifications. It is recommended

that there be an assessment of the problems and issues raised in

the study, and that a plan be developed that would optimize the

feasible levels of regulatory standards to best meet the total

needs of the nation.

Because of the complexity and public nature of the task it is

recommended that the program be conducted by an inter-agency task

force, similar in staffing to that used on the Motor Vehicle Goals

Study. It is recommended, though, that a sub-part of one of the

agency groups should be an independent contractor whose assignment

would be to evaluate different report recommendations as to their

impact on efforts by the automobile industry to implement technology

and changes.
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APPENDIX A

FORD MOTOR COMPANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
INITIAL FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS
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DOCKET MO. 3j moticb MO. 1

FORD mTOR cm PARY QEHERAL CCmS^TS
on

PROPOSED INITIAL FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STARDA&DS

Introduction

Since their publication on December 3, 1966, Ford
Motor Company has given as careful consideration to each of
the proposed 23 initial safety standards, and the definitions,
as the ©xtresaely Halted tine has permitted . The result of
this consideration Is that Ford Is generally in accord with
what appear® t© fee the basic objective ©f each of the pro-
posed standards.

®se consideration that has been required t© fee

given the proposed standard® ha® been a tremendous under-
taking , Each of the several provisions ©f the standards
ha# had to be studied it would affect ®o®e 95 models ©f
passenger cars, in all their combinations of equipment,
many basic line® of truck®, and a variety ©f special purpose
vehicle®, This has involved detailed technical evaluation
of all of these products, including in ®o®e case® destructive
testing. Our general and specific consents represent the
best Judgment that Ford can offer at this Juncture without
the benefit of an opportunity to conduct all the necessary
studies and marshal all of the relevant evidence. Addi-
tional time would have mad® possible more complete and
more fully documented consents with respect to the proposed
standard®

.

Ford has, however, ©o®@ to the firm conclusion
that none of the Cosap&ny's vehicle lines for 1968 would
meet & number of the proposed ©tandards as written, nor
could Ford' e 1968 model products fee changed to meet all
of the standard® before the proposed effective date. In
addition, many of the proposed standards should be revised
and araended for a number of other reasons that are ©numer-
ated in these general comments and our ©pacific c©grants
dealing with the Individual standards.

In submitting its ecs*ent® Ford 9 ® purpose has
been t© raise and discuss only points of substance. But
the possibility of being wrong in the interpretation ©f a
given standard, or in Judging whether a product will meet
the standard, could be followed fey such grave consequences
(fines, recalls. Injunctions) that every point that could
be troubles©®© deserves to he raised, aired and settled
before any standard i® established fey the Secretary.
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This is important not only to the leanufa e tuners but
to the Secretary and to the public. Obviously, the shutting
down of a vehicle line could bankrupt a saall manufacturer
and its dealers. It could cripple a larger manufacturer and
injure its employees, stockholders, suppliers and dealer®.
It could hurt the economy of the nation. The consequence®
of any such disaster are too grave to permit the neglect or
oversight of any significant problem presented by any proposed
standard.

It is the purpose ©f these eo«s®ent® to raise in
good faith and discuss as thoroughly as time ha® permitted
11 points, aspects, problems and considerations discerned
up to this date, and to offer recomendstions and suggestion*
believed tc be in the best interest of all conc®rn©d and
essential if the standards are to be reasonable, practicable,
and appropriate.

Form of Cotroents

In the course of preparing Ford'© cos^nt® on the
proposed initial standard®. It becajse evident that a numbs

r

of considerations apply in the same general manner to a
number of the standards. Also, ®o»e considerations apply
to all of the proposed standards and to the standard-setting
process. Accordingly, w® ha vs prefaced our specific cessment®
on the individual proposed standards with ao&e general corn-
menti in an effort to avoid repetition.

Thus, for example, the reasons underlying Ford's
concern over the failure of a number of the proposed
initial standards to meet the statutory tests of reasonable-
ness, practicability, appropriateness, etc., are spelled
out in these general consents.

The Statute

Oeneral Considerations

As Congress declared, the purpose of the 'national
Traffic and Kotor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966" is to reduce
traffic accidents and deaths and injuries to persons result-
ing from them through, among other things, the establishment
of motor vehicle safety standards for vehicles and equipment
(Sec. I).

The motor vehicle safety standards provided for
in the Act are Intended to promote "motor vehicle safety,

"

which la defined to mean "the performance of motor vehicles



or motor vehicle equipment In such a manner that the public
is protected against unreasonable risk of accidents occur*
ring as a result of the design, construction or performance
of sotor vehicles and Is also protected against unreasonable
risk of death ©r injury to persons in the event that acci-
dents do occur, and includes nonopera tlocal safety of such
vehicle®" (Sec. 102(1)).

In the course of tnactlng the statute, Congress
recognised that broad powers would be conferred upon the
Secretary and that corssiengurate , grave responsibilities
would fe# Imposed upon hi®, ®iese responsibilities include
not only the promotion and advancement of traffic safety
in the public Interest, but the attendant obligation to avoid
serious adverse effects upon the autoaotive Industry and,
hence, upon all of those who®® livelihoods are dependent upon
or are affect®d by It.

As stated In the Senate Committee he port (hep.
No. 1301; Cal. No. 1272), p. 4:

"the eoffiaitte® also recognises that the
broad power® conferred upon the Secretary,
while essential to achieve improved traffic
safety, could be abused In such a Banner as
to have serious adverse effects on the auto-
motive Manufacturing industry. Bi>® eoesalttee
1® not empowering the Secretary to take over
the design and aanufac turing functions of
private Industry, fhe committee expects
that the Secretary will act responsibly and
In such a way is to achieve a substantial
improvement in the safety characteristic®
of vehicles

.

"

Congressman Harvey ©f Michigan was particularly
concarned with the possible impact of the standards on the
auto industry. 8e spoke In the following tenor in the House
on August 17, 1966* during the course of f1 ru 1 consideration
©f the legislation (Con. Bee. — House, p. 1&7&7):

"Mr. Chairs&n, I night say that I com
from primarily an automobile district In
the State of Michigan. I have a substantial
nuaber of union workers in my district who
belong to the OAW-CIO and who sake their
living In the production of automobiles and
in the production of automotive parts.
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"Hr. Chaiman, ®any of these workers
have written to *»e, as have the automobile
executives themselves. I believe ®o®e of
this concern fro® those In the auto industry
cose® about because of the very vast discretion
that is turned over to the Secretary in this
particular bill.

"Hr. Chaiman, this is something that
I cannot think of any way to get around.
We «ust empower hi* with the authority to
get out these particular standard® „ Whether
the Secretary truly understands when we talk
of the model year -- whether he truly under-
stands when we talk of the lead time necessary
In new model production and comprehend® ih@ae
things are tremendously important, not only
to the automobile industry but t© all of ®ur
country. What the Secretary doe® and what
he aays in the®© regulation* will affect
directly the lives and the earning* ©f one
out ©f every seven Africans in tbs §©
States of America.

"In ay district, I m sure that not only
on* out of seven but the majority of the
people are either directly or indirectly
dependent upon the auto industry. So it is
very vital to the*.

“But, Mr. Chairman, I want to say to
the chairman that this House in supporting
this legislation ha© t© be mindful ©f the
fact that no matter whoa we have in the
position of Secretary, I believe we auat
a®syne that this person is going to act
reasonably and that he is going to act
wlaely.

"Mr. Chairman, having these things in
mind and in view of these considerations,
I expect to support the legislation."

®»e Secretary, therefore, is charged with extremely
important duties to protect the public and at the sa*e time
with grave responsibilities to the automotive industry and
all of the Billions of people whose livelihoods are tied to
It. Bence the Secretary has a moat difficult Job to do. Be
Bust accommodate many complex but vital interests of many
segments of our population. In the process, he must apply,
and his actions Bust accord with, statutory criteria.
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Essential to a proper Interpretation and application of the
statutory criteria are a recognition of the leadtiae and
©ode 1 cycle necessities of the industry. Failure to take
these into account would disrupt the industry, contrary to
the intent of Congress*

.

Standard asking, so far aa leadtiae and aodel
cycles are concerned, would be a relatively alaple matter
if it applied only to one company, isaklng one line of
vehicles, ordinarily redesigned and retooled every 3 or
5 years. But this i® not the case with the automotive
Industry, nor is it the case with Ford Motor Coopany.
Ford has nine basic line® of passenger care (Lincoln,
Mercury, Coact, Cougar, Ihunderbird, Ford, Fairlant,
Falcon and Mustang, coding in 96 models in all) and
numerous lines of trucks, fron the light pickup trucks
through asedlim, heavy and extra heavy vehicles.

3be®e line® ©f vehicle® are not on the same
©odel cycles, and it would be extremely uneconomic and
probably impossible to place them on identical cycles.

ere simply would not be enough engineering capability
and tooling capacity available to Ford Motor Company to
permit this to be done, quite apart fro* the staggering
costs that would be involved. Accordingly, some of Ford's
cars are and will have to remain on about a ^ -year cycle
for basic model change® if they are to be sold at a cost
the consumer is willing t© pay for that type of vehicle.
And the basic ©odel changes for all types of vehicles
m ® t be staggered so that they do not all case in the
mm year.

In the interest of promoting a better understand-
ing of the involved subject of leadtime , we have prepared
and attached aa Appendix A a detailed state-sent describing
the timing provisions under which Ford Motor Company
develops its products. Certain information is disclosed
In this Appendix that Ford would have preferred not t©
have to reveal to competitor®. Hie decision to incorpo-
rate the Appendix is predicated on the assiaaption that a
better understanding by the National Traffic Safety Agency
of industry practices would compensate for any disadvan-
tages following fro* the disclosure of proprietary
Information.

Public c©assents by case members of the Industry
after the publication of the proposed standards have led
©any observers to conclude that the automotive industry is
recalei trant , or against safety, or poorly managed if it
cannot incorporate the safety requirements called for under
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the standards. This Is not ao. The most serious problem 1®
most cases is that the manufacturers cannot incorporate
changes to conform with many of the standards in the time
permitted.

It is generally viewed that the manufacturers
have seven months between the planned publication date of
the Initial standards and their proposed effective date in
which to incorporate these change®. As show in Appendix A,
however, sever months is an inadequate period ©f time to
contain any but the most modest physics! revisions to the
product.

Mass production of automotive vehicle® csnnot he
accomplished by having untested and uninspected parts arrive
at an assembly plant on the day vehicle production is sched-
uled to start. Reliability and quality control objectives
can be met only by obtaining preproduction part® produced
from production tooling substantially In advance of the
scheduled start of vehicle production. Ford's production
"sample required dates" for the 1968 model year, generally
range between April 10 and Hay 8, 296? „ Because thousands
of suppliers, as well as scores of Ford plants are involved
in producing componentry, it is noresl that a great nmber
of minor engineering changes are initiated in the 90 days
or so preceding the start of vehicle production. Pre-
production vehicle build -- the construction of what Ford
calls pilot models -- takes place during this period as a
functional prove-out, and it is Important in this period
that all parts be produced fro® production tooling.

The purpose of this discussion is to explain
that the seven-month period between January 31 and
September 1, 1967, is a grace period of perhaps three ©r
four month* -- not seven, with respect to the Job 1

production date for new vehicles. In addition, what is
not generally understood is that Job 1 for sheet metal
or a new axle might precede the vehicle Job 1 by one to
two months in order to fill the production pipelines.

•

* ®»e "Secretary is required by the Act to issue new and
revised safety standards on or before January 31, 1968.
It is logical to assume that the Traffic Safety Agency
mill wish such standards to be reflected in 1969 model
production. In view of the timing problem cited sbove,
we recoweend that the Secretary consider advancing the
issuance of notice of new and revised standards from
January 31, 1968, to approximately August 31, 1967.
(continued on page 7)
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One tragic consequence of an administration of
the Act that fails to honor established industry practices
with regard to leadtlae is the "defensive engineering"
posture the manufacturers would be forced to assume in an
attempt to ensure their ability to continue their business
operations without chaotic dislocation. If last minute
changes in vehicle© are required to meet safety regulations,
the accelerated engineering and procurement of tooling at
premium costs would not only be inordinately expensive but
the new regulations would force inefficient designs that
would unnecessarily increase the cost and weight of finished
vehicles. If time is lacking for the redesign and retooling
of a component or a structure, an engineer has no choice but
to recone.end the incorporation of added parts and pieces —
a wasteful, wholly unsatisfactory process.

Ford Kotor Company has marshalled its technical
forces in an attempt to comply with the proposed standards.
Kany engineers and research men, whose assigned task it is
to conduct advanced engineering investigations that can
lead to better and safer cars for 1970 and later model years,
have been withdrawn from such assignments in order that they
may assist in solving "today's" problems. Ihis dilution and
deferral of advanced engineering efforts is of serious concern
to Ford management. To others interested in longer-term
advancements in the design of safer vehicles, it should be
of aqual concern.

Tf~t>7fs Ts done , 'The industry will be aware of the re-
vised standards approximately 12 months before the
start of 1969 production. Although a 12-aonth period
is inadequate for most substantive changes. It should
improve the ability of the producers to incorporate
less substantive changes. A shift to an August 31 date
would be of immense help to the industry, but, of course,
it would not remove the leadtime problem. Ford further
wishes to suggest for consideration that the Agency
make every possible effort to indicate or publish -- as
far in advance of each August 31 as possible -- it©
general intention with regard to the areas of the
vehicle it sight subject to new safety standards on
August 31 , The sooner such "early-warning" can be
given, the more constructive can be the industry's
response. Ihe greater the time available, the lower
should be the cost of the revised designs and features,
and the greater sight be their effectiveness.
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Leadtime and model change consideration* are
inextricably linked not only to engineering and production
practicability, but to coat and economic consideration*.
That the** latter considerations Bust be given appropriate
weight is made clear in the legislative history of the Act.
The Senate Report contained the following on the subject
(p. 6):

"The General Counsel of the Cogence
.Department stated in a letter t© the comittee:

The teat® of reasonableness of cost,
feasibility and adequate leadtime should
be Included among those factors which the
Secretary could consider la Baking hi*
total judgment,

"The ccr&aittee intend® that safety shall
be the overriding consideration In the issuance
of standards under this bill. The eosaitte®
recognises, as the Coheres Dep&rfeent letter
indicates, that the Secretary will necessarily
consider reasonableness of cost, feasibility
and adequate leadtiae.'

The House Report echoed these sentiments, saying (Report No.
1776, p. 16):

"In establishing standards the Secretary
must confers to the requirement that the standard
be practicable. This would require consideration
of all relevant factors. Including technological
ability to achieve the goal of a particular
standard as well as consideration of economic
fsc tors

.

"

Of particular pertinence here is the colloquy in
the House of Representatives between Congressmen Dlngell and
Staggers (the latter, Chalm&n of the House Committee that
voted out the bill) on August 17, 1966 (pp. 18793-4). It
deserves reading in its entirety. For convenience, it is •

attached hereto as Appendix B. As will be seen, all of
Nr. Dlngell's remarks were concurred In by Congressman
Staggers.

Initial Standards

It is the scheme of the statute that there be
Issued ''initial*

1

standards "based upon existing safety
standards " on or before January 31* 1967, and then that
new and revised standards be issued on or before January
31. 1968.
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In the bill passed toy the Senate, these ''initial"
standards were termed ^'interim

1
' standards, but the statutory

purpose and philosophy underlying the important distinction
between them and the later revised standards were the sane
as in the statute finally enacted. Th© Senate Report
explained (pp. 5 -6 ):

"
. . .In order that the congressional

mandate be made unequivocal and certain and
that safety standards be established at the
earliest practicable time, the bill directs
the Secretary of Commerce to prescribe interim
motor vehicle safety standards by January 31*
1967 (Sec. 102). These standards are to be
effective within 6 months to 1 year thereafter.
Such Interim standards, which will be promul-
gated before the Secretary is able to derive
substantial benefit from the new research and
development activities also authorized by the
act, will necessarily be based upon existing
public and private standards, evaluated in the
light of available technical information.

"Thus it is anticipated that in selecting
interim standards, the Secretary will consider
and evaluate the current OSA safety standard®
for Government -purchased vehicles (a copy of the
current standard is included in the appendix
to this report). The Secretary will also be
expected to review existing State motor vehicle
standards as well ai voluntary SAE standard®
to determine which may appropriately be used
a® & basis for interim national standards."

I

Congress thus recognized that, in view of the short-
ness of time and the absence of the new data to be developed
by the Secretary in the future, he would issue initial
standards based upon existing standard®. Obviously, these
Initial standards, by and large, were to incorporate exist-
ing practices and design intent. They were not signifi-
cantly to go beyond or exceed current practices and engineer-
ing design objectives, else many vehicle lines would not meet
the standards or could be made to do so only through unecono-
mic and disruptive "crash" programs.

An example, in Ford's view, of an egregious
departure fro® the statutory scheme is presented by pro-
posed standard 207 relating to seat anchorages. This
standard would require a very large Increase in seat
anchorage load resistance over existing design levels.
It is om which Ford's 1968 vehicles would not meet;
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it Is one which could not be net through design and pro-
duction changes In the time contemplated by the Act; and it
is one which, for the reasons stated in the specific cosnaent,
should not be established in any event because the standard
could not be expected to enhance occupant safety.

Ihis is an unusually apt illustration of the
consequences that inevitably will flow from departure froa
the statutory scheme -- from an effort in the Initial
standards to promote an upgrading of design objective’s
without adequate technical foundation, and without due
regard for the leadtime involved or comprehension of the
excessive costs and disruption that would be entailed in
an effort to meet the new standards. In these instance®,
it cannot be said that the initial standard® are in fact
"based upon existing standards." If promulgated, they
would be unlawful.

In this connection, it should be noted that
Congress did not direct that the initial standards b® all
inclusive. The concept of the statute is clear -- the
Secretary is to include in his initial standard® only
those that are based upon existing standard® and &r©
feasible and practicable in the context of the existing
situation and the short time available.

Following establishment of the initial standards,
the Secretary is directed by the statute to issue "new and
revised" standards on or before January 31 * 1968. Congress
contemplated that, by this time, the Secretary will have
had the benefit of the significant research, study and
testing authorized by the Act as a foundation for the new
and revised standards (see Senate Report, supra ) . Pre-
sumably, in these new standards the Secretary will coisaence
a process of studied improvements in their safety benefits
as the need therefor may appear and as new technology
becomes available.

•

At the risk of seeming premature. Ford is constrained to
point out that now (January, 1967) ®any of Ford's 1962
models, due to be introduced in the fall of 1968, are so
far along in development that they cannot be changed in
many basic respects short of a major tear-up that would
involve unprecedented economic hardships and risk the
deferral of the planned production start for some of the
vehicle lines. Thus, even Ford's 196,2 models will not,
and cannot now be made to, conform to some of the present-
ly proposed "initial" standards. And should the new and
revised standards to be Issued on or before January 31»
1968 again call for substantial design changes on those
vehicles, they will not be able to be produced.
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Statutory Criteria

g&eh Standard Must Be Clear and Precise

One of tha noat parvaaiva and distressing aspiets
©f tha standards la the need to sake one or more (in tha
ease of standard 201, six) "interpretive assuaptiona" with
respect to the standard before Ford can cvan consider whether
its products will meet the standard or could be altered to
©eet it, this state of affair® would be intolerable in
•tandards as finally issued. Presumably, when the initial
standards ultimately are issued there will be no occasion
for any manufacturer to make his own interpretive assumption
at his peril.

It is an established principle that any regulation
having the force ©f law must be clear, precise, unambiguous
and fairly susceptible of only one interpretation, if a
penalty is to be invoked for it® violation. Thus, it is
not enough to say that, with respect to a given safety
performance standard, only reasonable men will administer
it and they can be trusted to interpret and apply It in a
reasonable way. There are enough unreasonable persons
among the “'interested persons" in TKie country, and else-
where, to sake life miserable for both the manufae turera
and the a^inistrators if there is any ground for dispute
as to the meaning of any standard. In addition, roots for
interpretation in a standard automatically provides room
for discriminatory application -- another aspect unwelcome
%o manufacturer and administrator alike.

The manufacturers simply must be able to make aura
of where they stand under a standard before they begin to
m»ke and sell their vehicle®. They do not want to litigate
with anyone, nor do they want fines or injuctions. Pre-
tisaably, neither does the Secretary. The way to avoid the
problem is to exorcise, so far as humanly possible, any and
all vagueness and ambiguity: Hake the standards clear,
precise and complete, so that there can be no argument
whatever on what a standard means, to what it applies and
what are its measurable dimensions. It will be problem
•nougfo to determine with certainty whether particular
products actually meet the standards issued, even if they
are pristine in their clarity.

With respect to each instance in which Ford has
made and set forth "interpretative assumptions ’ in it®
consents ©n individual proposed initial standards, Ford
requests that the Secretary or his delegate confirm or
deny the correctness of each such "interpretative
assumption" in the svsnt that the standard is finally
issued as presently drafted or is issued in language
requiring that a similar "Interpretative assumption" be
mma as to it. Should any interpretation be denied, then
Ford objects to tha proposed standard on this additional
^mMo
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<tch Standard Must Cover Only in Unreasonable Risk

The statutory definition of 'Wotor vehicle safety"
onJoint that tha public bt protected against "unreasonable
risk" of accidents or death or injury to parsons, Any
standard that it established must have a sl^ifie&nt fe«ar~

on aafoty.

An illustration of the kind of thing the Congress
did not intend to be covered ia found In portions of the
propoaed standard 107 relating to internal reflecting »ur-
facea. A requirement that th© left door handle (if that
requirement indeed is imposed by the proposed standard
aa drafted, which is not clear on th® point) have a non-
reflective surface presumably so as not to catch the ey©
of the driver, simply doe® not serve to avoid any unreason-
able risk of accident or injury to anyone where it^cin fee

aKown tKTt only under the most infrequent circumstances
wilJ any glare fro® the door handle be visible to th®
driver. It therefore should not be covered by a standard.
Particularly, it should not be covered by a standard which
might adversely affect other aspect* of the door handle,
ouch as durability and attractiveness, quite apart from
imposing another cost penalty on the ear.

Thi* was clearly outlined in the Senate Meport,
cited above, page 6:

"... The Secretary ii not expected
to issue a standard covering every component
and function of a motor vehicle, but only
for thoae vehicle characteristics that have
a significant bearing on safety."

Like considerations also strongly suggest th®
propriety of recognizing that the public would prefer that
some features be available as optional, not mandatory,
equipment and establishing standards for them on that
basis. For example, if there Is reason to believe that
many people do not want the features, will not use them
or will take them off of their cars, why make all
customers pay for them? Attention on this score la
invited to Ford's consents on proposed standards Mo. 202
and Mo. 208 relating to head restraints and shoulder
harnesses.

Each Standard Must Be Practlcsble

One of the most important statutory criteria for
the etandarde to be Issued is that they be "practicable"
(Secs. 102(2)); 103(e)). The dictionary does not help very
much here, but common parlance and usage suggest that the
term does have useful content as applied to the automobile
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Industry. Manifestly,, practicable does not mean "possible,"
or even "feasible," because it would be possible tnd techno-
logically feasible to do many things to vehicle®; but it
would not be "practicable® to do them in view of consider-
ations of leadtlse, cost and the basic design objective of
the vehicles.

In short, special, costly crash programs should
not be required to be undertaken to meet a proposed standard
without a compelling showing in favor of the standard and
the effective date that would require the programs. Other-
wise, the standard would not meet the statutory test of
practicability.

As Congressman Dingell observed in the course of
hit colloquy with Congressman Staggers on the floor of the
Sous® (see Appendix B, p. 18793):

"... Obviously, a standard is not
practicable or reasonable if It cannot be
aet by the best efforts of manufacturer®
within the constraint© of time and technology.
As the committee's report states, 'Standards,
of course, cannot be set in a vacuus,' and
the Secretary, in setting standards, is re-
quired to give consideration to 'all relevant
factors, including technological ability to
achieve the goal of a particular standard as
well as consideration of economic factor®.'
Among those economic factors which the
Secretary will have to consider is the
matter of adequate leadtlme. ..."

Observance of this statutory requirement of
practicability will call for a very high order of wisdom
and discretion on the part of the Secretary. Practicabi-
lity i® a concept difficult to define and apply In
particular cases, but it must be applied if the standards
&r« to meet the statutory test. Obviously, sincere.
Informed people can differ widely in their views as to
whether a particular standard would satisfy this require-
ment. Nevertheless, it must be satisfied, or the standard
will be unenforceable

.

gsch Standard Must Be s Performance Standard

Ihe only Federal Kotor Vehicle Safety Standard®
authorised by the Act are, by definition, those which set
minima perforaance requirements (Sec 102(2)). That this
explicit requirement was intended to foreclose the
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possibility of federal specification of designs or devices
Is shown In the Report of the House Committee (p. 26):

"There Is no reference anywhere In the
definitions to the concept of 'design.' Rather,
the definitions, and this bill have been written
In terns of requiring standards of actor vehicle
and equipment performance. The Secretary would
not become directly involved in questions of
design .

"

The point is emphasized at length in the Report of the
Senate Committee (p. 6):

'Unlike the General Services Administration 1 s

procurement standards, which are primarily design
specifications, both the interim standards and
the new and revised standards are expected to be

performance standards, specifying the required
minimum safe performance of vehicles but not the
manner in which the manufacturer is to achieve
the specified performance (sec. 101(b)). Manu-
facturers and parts suppliers will thus be free
to compete In developing and selecting device©
and structures that can meet or surpass the
performance standard.

The Secretary would thus be concerned
with the measurable performance of a braking
system, but not its design details. Such
standards will be analogous to a building
code which specifies the minimum load-
carrying characteristics of the structural
members of a building wall, but leaves the
builder free to choose his own materials
and design. Such safe performance standards
are thus not intended or likely to stifle
Innovation in automotive design."

The preservation of competitive stimulus to safety
progress and the desire to avoid inhibition of design
Innovation through administrative fiat are not the only
bases for the exploit requirement that the standards
authorised by the Act deal only with motor vehicle per-
formance. Doubtless, the Congress had fully in mind the
economic disasters and windfalls that would come to
oertaln manufacturers, suppliers. Inventors and patent
assignees, were particular devices or designs to be
required in this year's standards and abandoned or fore-
closed by next year's.
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Indeed, the provision of Sec. 106 (c) requiring
that all information, uses, processes, patents and other
developments resulting fro® federally-supported research
&otivity be made freely and fully available to the general
public clearly evidences a determination that no federal
action authorised by the Act should establish a favored
status for particular designs or devices in the name of
©©tor vehicle safety.

An example of a proposed standard that Ford
believes violates this aspect of the statutory injunction
is standard No. 105 a® it relates to parking brakes
(specifying friction type, controlled solely by mechanical
©etna)

.

Each Standard Must Meet a Need For Traffic Safety

Further examination of Ford's conasents on the
specific standards discloses that, in Ford's view at least,
no showing has been or can be made for some of the proposed
standards as being ones which ®eet "the need for motor
vehicle safety." 3tai® is another of the tests for standards
contained in the Act (Secs. 102(2); 103(a)). (See also
Sec. 103(f)(4), wherein the Secretary is instructed to
"consider the extent to which such standards will contribute
to carrying out the purpose of this Act.")

For example, proposed standard No. 20? would impose
a standard for seat anchorage strength far beyond any need
for such strength. It would be unreasonable, in these circum-
stance®, to require that the cost be incurred to attempt to
meet it. Similarly, there is no relevant data to require
the conclusion (and indeed Ford now has good reason to
believe otherwise) that a three-inch relative displacement
of the steering wheel in a 30 mile per hour barrier crash,
as called for in standard No. 204, would better protect
Against unreasonable risk ©f death or injury in the event
of an Accident than would a five-inch displacement. Thus,
this standard Also falls to meet a demonstrable need for
©©tor vehicle safety. Indeed, Its adoption would impose
design rigidity at odds with progress in traffic safety
because it may well be (and promising experiments on this
question are now underway at Ford) that a five -inch displace-
ment is actually safer than three.

Another good example of a proposed standard that
falls to meet the need for traffic safety is standard No.
Ill, governing rearview mirrors. It calls for an outside
mirror that would enable the driver to see a rearward point
one foot inboard of the vehicle at a ground level point 35
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feet behind the driver. Ford's existing designs permit this
vision objective to be achieved through & combination of the
inside and outside mirrors, working together as a rearview
“aystem. " Since the objective is already achieved, there
is no safety need which would Justify the changes required
to meet this proposed standard. But quite apart fro® that,
in order to meet the star rearview mirrors on most
Ford cars would have to be stuck out ©n the side of the
car some 8 inches or more. If this were done, consider the
hazard to the poor pedestrian or cyclist in the case of an
otherwise near miss. And what is to be done about meeting
state laws that now regulate the permissible width of
passenger cars and might be violated by the protruding
mirror?

Bach Standard Must Be Objective

The statute and the legislative history are clear
that any standard ©reposed must be stated in objective
terms (Sec. 103(a)) and must provide objective criteria
(Sec . 102(2)). These are vital requirement®. Their obser-
vance in each standard as finally issued is of the utmost
importance if the manufacturers are to know (a) that their
products conform and (b) that they can prove it in the
face of attack.

The converse of objectivity (capability of un-
equivocal discernment or measurement) is subjectivity
(dependent upon the mind and predilection of the observer).
The House Report bluntly warned (p. 16 ):

"In order to Insure that the question of
whether there is compliance with the standard
can be answered by objective measurement and
without recourse to any subjective determi-
nation, every standard must be stated in
objective terms."

Any standard not following this statutory test
would be unlawful and unenforceable. In addition, any
standard of dubious objectivity would compound the problems
of both the manufacturers and the Secretary. It would not
be easy to live with nagging doubt as to whether someone
•lM agreed with one's own views, however strongly held,
as to whether a car line met a standard not stated in
objective terms and not providing objective criteria.
And although an understanding administrator might be
Inclined to take a reasonable view on his part, would
others let him do bo?
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For these reason®, Ford la deeply concerned ovar
a number of the proposed Initial standards. In some cases
they aither do not provide objective criteria in tha first
place or they call for test procedures not yet Invented.
These Infirmities in the proposed standards must be cured,
©r the standards should be deferred until they can be put in
clearly objective term® and provide objective criteria
capable of unequivocal discernment, measurement and physical
demonstration.

Parenthetically, the OSA did not have to worry
about objectivity for there was no statutory duty that It
do so. Such Is not the case, however, with the Secretary,
under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act
©f 1966.

Each Standard Must Be Reasonable

The statute commands that, in prescribing standards,
the Secretary shall, araohg other things, consider whether
the standard is rea sonable , as well as practicable and
appropriate for the particular type of vehicle or item of
equipment for which it Is prescribed. (Sec. 103(f)(3)).

The attribute of reasonableness is a basic
legal requirement in every rule-aaking exercise under the
Administrative Procedure Act. The regulation, rule, or
In this case standard, must be reasonable -- that is to
say, It must have a rational basis related to the purpose
©f the statute and not be "arbitrary" or ''capricious.

1'

An example of an arbitrary standard would be one not founded
on information or data pointing to its suitability, but
established merely on the basis of fiat. A "capricious"
standard would be one springing from whim or caprice and
not resting on a rational foundation related to the object-
tive sought by the statute.

lach Standard Must Be Appropriate

The statute and it® legislative history are clear
that the Secretary can (and Indeed must) establish claesea
of vehicles, depending upon their type, and apply appropriate
and possibly different standards to the®. The statute re-
quires that the Secretary "consider whether any ... standard
£e ... appropriate for the particular type of motor vehicle
... for which it is prescribed” (Sec. 103(f)(3)).
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The Bouse Report emphasiaed (p. X8)

i

"The Secretary must also consider whether
a proposed standard Is reasonable, practicable,
and appropriate for a particular type of vehicle
or equipment for which it is prescribed. This
provision allows the Secretary in prescribing
standards to consider the reasonableness and
appropriateness of a particular standard in its
relationship to the aany different types and
models of vehicles which are manufactured."

The pertinence of the legislative concern for
appropriateness of the standard to the particular type of
vehicle involved is immediately apparent from a study of
Ford's responses to the individual standards. Under the
proposed standards as written, if the Sconoline wagon and
Bronco are regarded as passenger cars, then there are many
of the proposed passenger car standard® that these vehicles
cannot meet and cannot practicably be made to meet in a
reasonable tiae and at reasonable cost. Ford believes that
these vehicles should be considered as being among a class
of special purpose vehicles which merit standards directed
specifically to them.

These special purpose vehicles, fundamentally, are
"hybrids" in that their basic design is that of a truck, but
some models are produced primarily for passenger-carrying
purposes and are consequently registered as passenger cars
in some states. Such vehicles are not "trucks," for they
have been modified to offer passenger-carrying capabilities
(such as seats installed in the load area of a van), nor
are they "passenger cars," for aany attributes normally
attributable to a car are non-existent or have been compro-
mised in a design trade-off to offer other features (such
as 4-wheel drive, removable tops, high ground clearance,
demountable windshields, etc.).

It is the flexibility and dual purpose function
of these vehicles that creates the market for thea. An
owner may use a van, for exaaple, as a delivery truck during
the week and convert the unit to a passenger-carrying camper
for weekend recreation by bolting in place the removable
seats. Ford Hotor Company considers that its Bronco and
Sconoline Club Wagon are truly "hybrid vehicles" and recom-
mends, therefore, that they not be treated as "passenger
cars" or "trucks 1

' for the purpose of applying safety
standards. This is not to suggest that Ford wishes to
make vehicles that are less safe than they could be or
that the Company is attempting to avoid the objectives
or ths specific provisions of ths national Traffic and
Hotor Vehicle Safsty Act of 1966*
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The Bronco, a@ an example, is produced only with
4 -wheel drive, and it i® put to a great variety of use a,
including off -the -highway applications. Ford has developed
a passenger -carrying version ©f this vehicle that is popular
in the recreational vehicle market. Sane of the product
feature® that make thie vehicle attractive to sportsmen,
for example, sake it physically impossible to bring it
into compliance with a number of the safety standards that
are proposed for passenger cars.

If the Bronco is to fee treated by the Traffic
Safety Agency a s a passenger ear, then the only practical
ccssaercial decision that Ford can sake is to withdraw it
fro® production. Preliminary estimate® are that it would
be possible to conform to a number — but by no means all—

• of the proposed standards by the 1969 model year, if an
all-out engineering redesign program were launched at this
tise . The planned life cycle of this vehicle, however, is
ssueh longer than that for passenger cars, and to re-engineer
a new vehicle earlier than contemplated (say for 1969 or
1970 ) would require the abandonment of a substantial invest-
©ent in the present vehicle that will not have been amortized.
The current price of the vehicle i© predicated upon the
write-off of the high fixed investment over a number of
year® in the future

.

The Bconolin© Club Wagon represents a similar
case. This truck was engineered a© a light weight van with-
out compromise® for passenger-carrying purposes. In the
interest, however, of appealing to that market segment that
finds a vehicle of the Econoline'© shape, cubage and low
price attractive for special purpose uses, a model with
window® has been developed that is merchandised as an
Econoline Club Wagon. This unit is also popular with auto-
»otiv© aodifiers, who purchase the unit® and convert the®
into campers and special vehicles.

In addition to the two examples cited above.
Ford offers a number of truck chassis and incomplete vehicles
that are modified by other® for special purpose®. The
ultimate product© developed by such aodifier® represent a
wide variety of vehicles. Fire engines, rescue units, school
buses, suit! -stop delivery trucks, ambulance©, limousines,
airport maintenance vehicle®, mobile home® and mobile
libraries are typical product® of modifiers and converter*.

Ford Motor Company's ©ales volume of chassis for
such vehicle applications is substantial, and th© number ©f
customers is measured in the thousands. It 1 © clear that
special purpose vehicle®, including truck chassis, serve an
important function in satisfying a divers© and important
narks t sapient.
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Accordingly, Ford urges that, in the issuance of
initial standards, the Secretary establish a fourth vehicle
claaaification covering "special purpoae vehiclea." Ford'®
initial view ia that, at a minimum, the standards applied
to trucks could be applied to special purpoae vehicles as
well. In no circumstances is it reasonably practicable or
appropriate for tne industry to apply passenger car standards
to such hybrid vehicle®, developed fro® truck chassis, even
though they are put to passenger-carrying uses fro® time to
time by customers. If it is not seen fit to declare a fourth
classification, it would appear appropriate to expand the
truck classification to "trucks and other special purpose
vehiclea.

"

Other Comments On The Proposed Standards

Descriptive Phrases In the Standards

In its Individual cessment®, Ford objects to what
it believe® are subjective and exaggerated phrases character-
ising the purpose and scope of some of the proposed standards.
Thus, for example. Ford objects t© language in proposed
standard® No. 205 and No. 206 which describe the purpoae of
thoee standard® a® being to "prevent occupant® from being
thrown" through the window® or fro® the vehicle in the event
of collision, when, in fact, the provisions of the atandarda
will accomplish no such result.

In addition to the avoidance of possible misunder-
standing aa to the purpose or the effect of the Initial
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, the Secretary should
be mindful of the impact which inaccurate phraseology could
have or the taak of the courts in Judging civil liability
for product performance in private litigation. Even though
the Secretary and the manufacturers know, for example, that
there is no type of glass that could safely prevent the
•Jection of an unrestrained occupant fro® a vehicle involved
In a severe accident, the description of the purpose of
standard night well be taken, even though erroneously, by
a person thrown through a windshield as proving that the
car failed to conform to the federal standard.

Due Process of Law

Two general aspecta of the current initial standard-
making process have been particularly troublesome , and their
presence raises serious questions of due process of law. The
fi**st is the shortne®s of the time that haa been afforded for
study, analysis and testing of the proposed standards as they
would apply to all Ford products, and the preparation of these
ocesaents. The second is that the Notice of Proposed Rule
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Miking did not set forth the reasons for the proposed standards
and contained and referred to no supporting data or evidence
upon which they are based. In these circumstances, Ford feels
that it auat reserve the right to object to the initial
standards when issued, if it la ao advised, on the ground
that procedural due proceas was not accorded in their promul-
gation and to submit additional cosaaenta and evidence
before their issuance. Ford sincerely hopes that It shall
never be required to exercise any such rights.

Consents of AHA

Ford joins in and subscribes to the C©assents on
the Initial Standards offered by the AHA on behalf of its
briber companies and adopt® the® as Ford's consents to the
extent that they are not inconsistent with any of Ford's
coolants.
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APPENDIX B

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS 203,

212, AND 215
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Effective May 27, 1975

PREAMBLE TO AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 203

impact Protection from the Steering Control System

(Docket No. 74—33; Notice 2)

This notice amends Standard No. 203, Impact
protection from the steering control system

,
49

CFR § 571.203, to exclude from its requirements

some passenger cars which meet the frontal bar-

rier crash requirements of Standard No. 208,

Occupant crash protection
,
49 CFR § 571.208.

The NHTSA proposed this exclusion of ve-

hicles from the requirements of Standard No.

203 at the request of General Motors, to permit

development of an air cushion restraint system

at the driver’s position as a means of meeting

the frontal barrier crash protection requirements

(S5.1) of Standard No. 208 (39 F.R. 34062. Sep-

tember 23, 1974). General Motors sought the

exclusion because its modification to the steering

control system to incorporate the air cushion sys-

tem and accept higher loads exerted during a

crash makes conformity of the column with

Standard No. 203 difficult and sometimes impos-

sible.

Comments were received from General Motors

Corporation and Volvo of America Corporation,

in support of the proposal. Renault. Inc.,

Peugeot, Inc., and Mercedes-Benz of North

America, Inc., supported the proposal and sug-

gested that the exception be extended to passive

straint systems that incorporate seat belts. These

comments argue that the use of passive belts will

be high and that the protection offered by Stand-

ard No. 203 would in nearly all cases be redun-

dant to that of Standard No. 208.

As a general matter, the NHTSA has main-

tained that the redundant occupant crash protec-

tion offered by standards (e.g., Standard No. 212,

Windshield retention) is justified for those sit-

uations where the primary occupant crash pro-

tection system fails, or multiple collisions occur.

Redundant protection is particularly justified in

the case of passive seat belts because of the

greater likelihood that seat belt protection will

be rendered inoperative by an occupant than will

crash-deployed protection.

In this case, the NHTSA has made the limited

determination that the redundant protection of-

fered by Standard No. 203 is not justified where

it directly interferes with development of a more

advanced, convenient, and effective restraint sys-

tem. In contrast, it is obvious that passive sys-

tems which utilize belt assemblies do not require

modifications of steering control systems and

there is, therefore, no reason to sacrifice the re-

dundant protection. These petitions to expand
the scope of the proposed exception are accord-

ingly denied.

American Motors Corporation has suggested

that an exception not be granted in this case

until future requirements of Standard No. 208

are established, and that General Motors’ devel-

opmental work be undertaken on the basis of a

temporary exemption under 49 CFR Part 555.

This approach has not been adopted by the

NHTSA. In light of the financial commitments

that might be involved, this agency has con-

cluded that General Motors is entitled to the

assurance that their developments on advanced

Standard No. 208 systems will not be barred by

Standard No. 203 in the future.

In consideration of the foregoing, paragraph

S3 (application) in Standard No. 203 (49 CFR
§ 571.203) is amended. . . .

Effective date: [30 days following date of

publication of the amendment in the Federal

Register]. Because this amendment relieves a

restriction, it is found for good cause shown that

PART 571; S 203—PRE 1
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Effective: May 27, 1975

an effective date sooner than 180 days from the Issued on April 17, 1975.

date of its publication in the Federal Register

is in the public interest.

(Sec. 103, 119, Pub. L. 89-563, 80 Stat. 718

(15 U.S.C. 1392, 1407); delegation of authority

at 49 CFR 1.51.)

PART 571; S 203—PRE 2

James B. Gregory

Administrator

40 F.R. 17992

April 24, 1975
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Effective: January 1, 1968

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO, 203

impact Protection for the Driver from the Steering Control System-—Passenger Cars

51. Purpose and scope. This standard speci-

fies requirements for steering control systems that

will minimize chest, neck, and facial injuries to

the driver as a result of impact.

52. Application. [This standard applies to

passenger cars. However it does not apply to

vehicles that conform to the frontal barrier crash

requirements (S5.1) of Standard No. 208

(§ 571.208) by means other than seat belt as-

semblies. (40 F.R. 17992—April 24, 1975. Ef-

fective: 5/27/75)]

53. Definitions. “Steering control system’’

means the basic steering mechanism and its as-

sociated trim hardware, including any portion

of a steering column assembly that provides

energy absorpTl^irnrpOTrrmpacfi

54. Requirements.

S4.1 Except as provided in S4.2, when the

steering control system is impacted by a body

block in accordance with Society of Automotive

Engineers Recommended Practice J944, “Steer-

ing Wheel Assembly Laboratory Test Proce-

dure,” December 1965 or an approved equivalent,

at a relative velocity of 15 miles per hour, the

impact force developed on the chest of the body

block transmitted to the steering control system

shall not exceed 2,500 pounds.

54.2 A Type 2 seat belt assembly that con-

forms to Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 209

shall be installed for the driver of any vehicle

with forward control configuration that does not

meet the requirements of S4.1.

54.3 The steering control system shall be so

constructed that no components or attachments,

including horn actuating mechanisms and trim

hardware, can catch the driver’s clothing or

jewelry during normal driving maneuvers.

[Interpretation

The term “Jewelry” in paragraph S4.3 refers

to watches, rings, and bracelets without loosely

attached or dangling members. (32 F.R. 3390

—

March 1, 1967)]

32 F.R. 2414

February 3, 1967
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Effective January 1, 1970

PREAMBLE TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 212

Windshield Mounting—Passenger Cars

A proposal to amend Part 371 of the Federal

Motor Vehicle Safety Standards by adding a

Standard No. 212, Windshield Mounting—Pas-

senger Cars, was published as an advance notice

of proposed rule making an October 14, 1967

(32 F.R. 14281) and a notice of proposed rule

making on December 28, 1967 (32 F.R. 20866).

Interested persons have been given the oppor-

tunity to participate in the making of this amend-
ment, and careful consideration has been given

to all relevant matter presented.

This new standard requires that, when tested

as prescribed, each passenger car windshield

mounting must retain either: (1) not less than

75% of the windshield periphery; or (2) not less

than 50% of that portion of the windshield

periphery on each side of the vehicle longitudinal

centerline, if an unrestrained 95th percentile adult

male manikin is seated in each outboard front

seating position.

Several comments objected to the proposed

standard and in some cases urged that more re-

search should be done before any type of wind-

shield mounting is required. The standard, is

however, part of an integrated program aimed
at accomplishing the widely accepted safety goal

of keeping occupants within the confines of the

passenger compartment during a crash. One
major step in this program is the utilization of

the laminated glazing material prescribed in

Federal motor vehicle safety standard No. 205,

which has resulted in a marked reduction in

serious head injury to occupants known to have

struck the windshield. The windshield mounting
retention requirement prescribed in this standard

takes advantage of this improved glazing ma-
terial and will further minimize the likelihood

of occupants being thrown from the vehicle

during a crash.

Several comments requested reduction of the

75% retention requirement to 50%. The Admin-
istrator concludes that, as an alternative, 50%
retention is acceptable if: (1) an unrestrained

95% percentile adult male manikin is seated in

each outboard front seating position when the

test procedure is performed, and (2) at least

50% of that portion of the windshield periphery

on each side of the vehicle longitudinal centerline

is retained.

Several comments requested that the phrase

“or approved equivalent” be added to the “Dem-
onstration procedures” provision. § 371.11 of the

Federal motor vehicle safety standards provides

that “an approved equivalent may be substituted

for any required destructive demonstration pro-

cedure.” Consequently, inclusion of the phrase

requested is not necessary.

In consideration of the foregoing, § 371.21, of

Part 371 of the Federal motor vehicle safety

standards is amended by adding Standard No.

212, “Windshield Mounting—Passenger Cars,” as

set forth below, effective January 1, 1970.

This rule-making action is taken under the

authority of sections 103 and 119 of the National

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966

(P.L 89-563, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1392 and 1407) and
the delegation of authority contained in Part 1

of the Regulations of the Office of the Secretary

of Transportation (49 CFR Part 1).

Issued in Washington, D.C. on August 13, 1968.

John R. Jamieson, Deputy
Federal Highway Administrator

33 F.R. 11652

August 16, 1968
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Effective: September 1, 1978

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 212

Windshield Mounting

51. Scope. This standard establishes wind-

shield retention requirements for motor vehicles

during crashes.

52. Purpose. The purpose of this standard is

to reduce crash injuries and fatalities by pro-

viding for retention of the vehicle windshield

during a crash, thereby utilizing fully the pene-

tration-resistance and injury-avoidance properties

of the windshield glazing material and prevent-

ing the ejection of occupants from the vehicle.

53. Application. [This standard applies to

passenger cars, and to multipurpose passenger

vehicles, trucks, and buses having a gross vehicle

weight rating of 10,000 pounds or less. How-
ever, it does not apply to forward control ve-

hicles, walk-in van-type vehicles, or to open-body

type vehicles with fold-down or removable wind-

shields. (42 FR 34288—July 5, 1977. Effec-

tive: 9/1/78 )J

54. Definition. “Passive restraint system” means
a system meeting the occupant crash protection

requirements of So of Standard No. 208 by means
that require no action by vehicle occupants.

55. Requirements. When the vehicle traveling

longitudinally forward at any speed up to and
including 30 mph impacts a fixed collision bar-

rier that is perpendicular to the line of travel

of the vehicle, under the conditions of S6, the

windshield mounting of the vehicle shall retain

not less than the minimum portion of the wind-

shield periphery specified in Sd.l and S5.2.

SS.l Vehicles equipped with passive restraints.

Vehicles equipped with passive restraint systems

shall retain not less than 50 percent of the por-

tion of the windshield periphery on each side of

the vehicle longitudinal centerline.

S5.2. Vehicles not equipped with passive re-

straints. Vehicles not equipped with passive re-

straint system shall retain not less than 75 percent

of the windshield periphery.

S6. Test conditions. The requirements of S5

shall be met under the following conditions:

§6.1 The vehicle, including test devices and

instrumentation, is loaded as follows:

(a) Except as specified in S6.2, a passenger

car is loaded to its unloaded vehicle weight plus

its cargo and luggage capacity weight, secured

in the luggage area, plus a 50th-percentile test

dummy as. specified in Part 572 of this chapter

at each front outboard designated seating posi-

tion and at any other position whose protection

system is required to be tested by a dummy under

the provisions of Standard No. 208. Each

dummy is restrained only by means that are in-

stalled for protection at its seating position.

(b) Except as specified in S6.2, a multipur-

pose passenger vehicle, truck, or bus is loaded

to its unloaded vehicle weight, plus 300 pounds

or its rated cargo and luggage capacity, which-

ever is less, secured to the vehicle, plus a 50th-

percentile test dummy as specified in Part 572

of this chapter at each front outboard designated

seating position and at any other position whose

protection system is required to be tested by a

dummy under the provisions of Standard No. 208.

Each dummy is restrained only by means that

are installed for protection at its seating position.

The load is distributed so that the weight on

each axle as measured at the tire-ground inter-

face is in proportion to its GAWR. If the

weight on any axle when the vehicle is loaded

to its unloaded vehicle weight plus dummy weight

exceeds the axle’s proportional share of the test

weight, the remaining weight is placed so that

the weight on that axle remains the same. For

the purposes of this section, unloaded vehicle

weight does not include the weight of work-

performing accessories.

(Rev. 6/29/77) PART 571; S 212-1



Effective September 1 , 1 978

56.2 The fuel tank is filled to any level from

90 to 95 percent of capacity.

56.3 The parking brake is disengaged and the

transmission is in neutral.

56.4 Tires are inflated to the vehicle manu-
facturer’s specifications.

S6.5 [The windshield mounting material and

all vehicle components in direct contact with

the mounting material are at any temperature

between 15°F and 110°F. (42 FR 34288—July

5, 1977. Effective: 9/1/77)3

41 F.R. 36493

August 30, 1976
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Effective: S«pt«mb«r 1 , 1 972

September 1 , 1 973

PREAMBLE TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 215

Exterior Protection-—Passenger Cars

(Docket Nos. 1-9 and 1-10; Notice No. 4)

The purpose of this notice is to establish a new
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 215,

Exterior Protection—Passenger Cars. The
standard will require passenger cars to withstand

specified low-speed impacts at the front and rear

without damage to lighting, fuel, exhaust, cool-

ing, or latching systems. A public meeting on

the subject was held on April 2, 1970, and a

notice of proposed rulemaking was published on

November 24, 1970 (35 F.R. 17999). The com-

ments received at the meeting and in response to

the notice have been considered in the prepara-

tion of this rule. The standard is intended to

achieve the goals of preventing low-speed colli-

sions from impairing the safe operation of ve-

hicle systems and of reducing the frequency of

override or underride in collisions at higher

speeds.

Many comments to the docket indicated that

manufacturers would encounter substantial diffi-

culties in meeting the pendulum-test require-

ments at the beginning of the 1973 model year.

The industry evidently has been preparing for

a substantial upgrading of passenger car bumpers

for the 1973 models. There are, however, con-

siderable differences in the designs selected, with

respect to such aspects as the height of the

bumpers, both top and bottom, the extent to

which they protect the vehicle comers, the ma-

terial with which they are faced and the details

of their configuration. All these aspects have a

considerable effect on whether the vehicles would
meet the pendulum-test requirement. In the

pendulum test a precisely configured block is used

as a striker, with the requirement that only a

particular projecting ridge on the block may
contact the vehicle. The difficulties of compli-

ance are compounded by the fact that manufac-

turers are in an advanced stage of preparation

for the 1973 models.

Some of the comments to the docket suggested

that a barrier test should be substituted for the

pendulum, at least for the first phase of the re-

quirements. A barrier test does not by itself in-

volve the configuration of the front and rear

contact surfaces. It does, however, establish the

basic strength of those surfaces and the support-

ing structures, and the vehicle’s overall ability

to withstand impacts at the specified energy

levels. It has been decided, therefore, to utilize

fixed barrier collision tests in the first phase,

model year 1973, and upgrade the requirements

by adding pendulum tests for model year 1974.

It was suggested in several of the comments
that less bumper strength was needed on the rear

than on the front, since vehicles are struck less

frequently and less severely, from a statistical

standpoint, from that direction. Many of the

designs presently in preparation for 1973-model

production offer rear protection in the 2-to-3-

m.p.h. range, as compared with 5 m.p.h. at the

front. In recognition of these factors, the re-

quirement for rear impact protection on 1973

models is a barrier impact at 2y2 m.p.h., while

the front is required to meet a 5-m.p.h. barrier

impact.

For the 1974 models (effective September 1,

1973), a pendulum test requirement is added in

a form similar to that proposed in the Novem-
ber 24 notice, with a front impact speed of 5

m.p.h. and a rear impact speed of 4 m.p.h.

Several manufacturers stated that the require-

ment for multiple impacts on front and rear was
too severe. The NHTSA considers it essential for

a bumper to be able to sustain an impact without

impairment of its protective capabilities, and has
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September 1, 1973

therefore retained the multiple impact require-

ment. However, it is recognized that the require-

ment as proposed would permit up to six im-

pacts at the same point and that the vehicle

could fail to conform simply by denting the

bumper until it contacts a plane surface of the

test device. Accordingly, the standard provides

that impacts must be at least 2 inches apart

laterally.

A related concern expressed in several com-

ments was that the vehicle corners would have

to be very stiff in order to withstand longitudinal

impacts in which most of the test device would

be outboard of the corner. Since corner protec-

tion is also required and a separate corner im-

pact procedure is provided, the Administration

has determined that the longitudinal impacts

should be conducted with the test device com-

pletely inboard of the corners, and has amended
the requirement accordingly.

The configuration of the test device’s impact

face attracted several comments. Upon review,

it has been decided that a 3-inch offset in the

upper portion of the device is unnecessary to

establish the upper limit on the height of the

vehicle’s protective surface. For impacts at a

height of 20 inches, the upper surface (plane B)
is therefore offset by iy2 inches rather than 3

inches. Several comments indicated that the

cross section radius of the impact ridge should

be increased from y2 inch to 1 inch or more or

that the ridge should be removed altogether.

Review of the reasons advanced for the pro-

posed changes does not give sufficient cause to

change the shape of the ridge. Its design is

intended to represent a fairly hostile impacting

surface, but it is not unrepresentative of the

objects likely to be encountered by a vehicle.

A number of comments stated that the require-

ment for a comer impact at 45° was too severe

and that it would necessitate undesirable changes

in the bumper wrap-around. Upon considera-

tion of these comments and supporting data re-

guarding the frequency of angular impacts, it

has been decided to reduce the direction of the

comer impact to 30° from longitudinal.

It appeared from the comments that one of

the most difficult problems from the standpoint

of vehicle design arose from the requirement

that impacts be conducted at any height from 20

inches to 14 inches. To assure themselves of

conformity at the 14-inch height, manufacturers

of larger cars would have had to lower the

bumper to a point where it would significantly

interfere with the vehicle’s ability to negotiate

driveways and ramps. A 6-inch range in the

test heights was found unnecessary, since manu-

facturers will have to exceed the range some-

what to ensure conformity. Accordingly, the

NHTSA has decided to raise the minimum test

height to 16 inches. As adopted the standard

specifies three impacts, front and rear, at any

height between 20 inches and 16 inches.

Although the standard does not permit repairs

to be conducted after an impact, the Administra-

tion has found merit in the suggestion that an

interval should be specified between tests to per-

mit systems with self-recovery features to return

to their original position. Accordingly, an in-

terval of 30 minutes is specified between impacts.

One comments pointed out that confusion

might arise from the manner in which the test

device’s weight was specified. The standard

therefore refers to the effective impacting mass
of the test device and specifies that this mass is

equal to the mass of the impacted vehicle.

Further work is in process with respect to

the requirements effective September 1, 1973, and
it is -anticipated that additions to or refinements

of those requirements would be made in the near

future.

In consideration of the foregoing, Motor
Vehicle Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Pro-

tection, is added to § 571.21 of Title 49, Code of

Federal Regulations, reading as set forth below.

Effective date
, September 1, 1972, with further

requirements effective September 1, 1973, as

noted in the text of the rule. Because of the

leadtime necessary for preparation for produc-

tion, it is found, for good cause shown, that an

effective date more than 1 year later than the

issue date is in the public interest.

Issued on April 9, 1971.

Douglas W. Toms.
Acting Administrator.

36 F.R. 7218

April 16, 1971
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Effective September 1, 1972

September 1, 1973

PREAMBLE TO AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 215

Exterior Protection—Passenger Cars

(Dockets No. 1-9 and 1-10; Notice 5)

The purpose of this notice is to respond to

petitions requesting reconsideration of Motor Ve-

hice Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Protec-

tion, issued April 9, 1971 (36 F.R. 7218). The
petitions are denied in part and granted in part.

To the extent that changes to the standard in

response to petitions have been found to add to

the performance requirements, they are included

in a notice of proposed rulemaking published in

this issue of the Federal Register (36 F.R. 11868).

Subsequent to issuance of the standard, peti-

tions for reconsideration were submitted by

Chrysler, American Motors, Fiat, Japanese Auto-

mobile Manufacturer’s Association, Peugeot,

Ford, General Motors, Center for Auto Safety,

Volkswagen, DeTomaso, and Mr. Jack F. Fenton,

a member of the California State Assembly. In

issuing this notice, the NHSTA has reviewed

each of the issues raised in the petitions.

Few petitioners took issue with the fixed bar-

rier impact requirement effective January 1, 1972.

Two European manufacturers requested that the

frontal speed be lowered to 2y2 mph. No sup-

porting data were submitted, however. The

NHTSA continues to regard a 5-mph impact as

an appropriate measure of frontal protection and

the petitions are denied. Among the domestic

manufacturers, American Motors requested that

the license plate lamps be exempted from the pro-

tective criteria of S5.3.1, on the grounds that the

best location for the license plate lamps is in a

bumper insert that is difficult to insulate from

shock. Since the license plate lamps have little

bearing on operational safety, and their protec-

tion would in some cases require a dispropor-

tionate degree of design alteration ,the request

appears reasonable and the license plate lamps

are exempted from the protection criteria.

The pendulum impact test requirements, effec-

tive September 1, 1973, were the subject of a

divergent group of comments. With its multiple

impacts at varying heights at 5 mph in the front

and 4 mph in the rear, the pendulum test imposes

two basic requirements: the management of the

total energy of the pendulum, and the configura-

tion of the front and rear surfaces in order to

accommodate the pendulum’s impact ridge.

Because of the limited width of the pendulum,

as compared to a fixed collision barrier, the

energy imparted by the pendulum to the portion

of the vehicle it strikes is roughly equivalent to

the energy transmitted to that portion during a

barrier test at the same speed. The rear 4-mph

pendulum test therefore approximates the energy

level of a 4-mph barrier test and represents an

appreciable increase over the 2y2 mph rear bar-

rier test required in 1972. General Motors re-

quested a postponement of the 4-mph require-

ment to 1975 to minimize the costs of retooling

necessary to meet the increased requirements.

It has been determined that early adoption of the

4-mph pendulum test is desirable, and the re-

quested postponement is therefore denied. In

light of the responses to the rulemaking, the

NHTSA is considering additional rulemaking to

increase the pendulum speed, as well as the bar-

rier speed, to 5 mph for rear impacts. This

course of action is advocated in petitions by the

Ford Motor Company, The Center for Auto

Safety, and Mr. Fenton, and is proposed in a

notice published in this issue of the Federal

Register (36 F.R. 11868).

A number of petitions stated that the width

and aggressiveness of bumpers that can with-

stand 5-mph corner impacts will create safety

problems in various types of impact situations,

and that the overall balance of vehicle protection
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September 1, 1973

and crash-worthiness would be better served by
setting the impact requirements for the vehicle

comers at a somewhat lower level. Review of

the available information indicates that this posi-

tion has merit, and an adjustment is therefore

made in the speed of corner impacts, from 5 mph
in the front and 4 mph in the rear, to 3 mph at

both front and rear.

The impact ridge on the pendulum test device

performs the vital functions of assuring basic

uniformity in bumper height and of limiting

the surface angularity that contributes to under-

ride and override. The NHTSA adheres to its

finding that the impact ridge is a reasonable and
practicable means of assuring the desired pro-

tection. It appears, however, that the shape of

the ridge as the standard was issued—its cross

section an equilateral triangle with a rounded

apex—could produce some undesirable side ef-

fects. Petitioners argued that this relatively

narrow and sharp ridge unjustifiably restricts

the use of resilient materials and energy-absorb-

ing designs that represent the most effective

methods of meeting the objectives of the stand-

ard. Petitioners variously requested that contact

with the plane behind the ridge be permitted,

or that the impact ridge be broadened, thereby

reducing its tendency to indent the vehicle’s

surface.

Upon review, it has been determined that a

broadening of the ridge is desirable, both because

of the greater latitude allowed in the selection

of resilient materials, and because of other effects

on the size and shape of the bumpers. Several

petitions' argued that the present standard re-

quires a manufacturer to design an excessively

wide bumper in order to meet the protective

criteria under the full range of vehicle weights

and manufacturing tolerances. A broader im-

pact ridge would alleviate this problem, and
should also reduce the penetration of the license

plate opening that was seen as a problem by
some manufacturers. The NHTSA has deter-

mined that most of the meritorious requests in

the petitions can be satisfied by the adoption of

a broader impact ridge. The pendulum design

suggested by the Ford Motor Company has been

found to have considerable merit, and the stand-

ard is therefore amended to incorporate impact

ridge dimensions similar to those requested by

Ford. To the extent that the remaining petitions

relating to bumper height and shape are not

satisfied by this amendment, they are denied.

The Chrysler request to limit comer testing to

20-inch height is premised on difficulties that are

partially alleviated by the modification of the

ridge, and the petition in that respect is ac-

cordingly denied.

General Motors requested that the height range

for the pendulum test be changed to 18-to-22

inches, from the present 16-to-20 inch specifica-

tion. On review of all avaiable information,

NHTSA has determined that such a change

would not be desirable, and the petition is

denied. It should be noted, however, that the

amended design of the impact face retains the

3 -inch separation between the upper edge of the

ridge and Plane B, so that manufacturers may
design burners extending some distance above the

20-inch level.

In response to requests to clarify the sequence

of testing in effect September 1, 1973, S5.2 is

amended to make it clear that the pendulum

tests are to precede the barrier tests. Other

minor adjustments have been made in the protec-

tive criteria to make it clear that the vehicle’s

hood, trunk, and doors—and not just their latch-

ing systems—must be operable in the normal

maner (S5.3.2), and to substitute the more gen-

eral term “leaks” in S5.3.4 in place of the term

“open joints.”

The petition from the Center for Auto Safety

suggested the addition of further protective cri-

teria to ensure substantially complete vehicle

protection. A notice proposing such additional

criteria is published in today’s issue of the Fed-

eral Register (36 F.R. 11868). The Center also

requested the addition of requirements limiting

the acceleration imparted to occupants during

impacts. The Ford Motor Company also sug-

gested that the NHTSA consider rulemaking re-

lating to limits on occupant acceleration, and in-

dicated that it intended to submit data on the

subject in September of 1971. Although review

of the available information does not indicate

that occupant accelerations will be significantly

increased in vehicles conforming to the standard,

the NHTSA is aware of the issue and will con-

sider further rulemaking on the subject if sub-

sequent data reveals a problem.
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September 1, 1973

In consideration of the foregoing, Motor Ve-

hicle Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Protec-

tion, in § 571.21 of Title 49, Code of Federal

Regulations, is amended. . . . Effective date:

September 1, 1972 and September 1, 1973.

The amendments to the protective criteria are

effective September 1, 1972. The amendments

to S5.2, S7.2.5, and Figures 1 and 2 are effective

September 1, 1973.

Issued on June 15, 1971.

Douglas W. Toms
Acting Administrator

36 F.R. 11852

Jun* 22, 1971
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(Except as noted In rule)

PREAMBLE TO AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 215

Exterior Protection

(Dockets No. 1-9 and 1—10, Notice 7)

The purpose of this notice is to amend Fed-

eral Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 215, in

§ 571.21 of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.

The amendments are based on a review of all

materials heretofore submitted to the docket, in-

cluding a petition for reconsideration by the

Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association

(JAMA). They also constitute action on the

notice of proposed rulemaking of June 22, 1971

(36 F.R. 11868).

As published June 22, 1971, (36 F.R. 11852),

Standard No. 215 became effective in two phases.

The first phase, beginning September 1, 1972,

requires a passenger car to meet certain protec-

tive criteria in barrier impacts at 5 mph in the

front and 2i£ mph in the rear. The second

phase, effective September 1, 1973, required a car

to meet the protective criteria during and after

an additional series of impacts with a weighted

pendulum, at 5 mph in the front, 4 mph in the

rear and 3 mph on the vehicle corners.

Simultaneously with the publication of the

standard on June 22, the NHTSA proposed

amendments in the second phase of the require-

ments that would increase the protection required

by the standard (36 F.R. 11868). The velocities

in rear impacts were to be raised to 5-mph for

both barrier and pendulum testing, the vehicle’s

engine was to be running during a barrier im-

pact, and the list of protective criteria was to be

enlarged to include a general prohibition against

damage that adversely affects any aspect of per-

formance that relates to motor vehicle safety. .

The petition for reconsideration by JAMA
requested a one year delay in the 5-mph front

and 4-mph rear pendulum impact requirements

contained in the June 22 rule. The NHTSA
has concluded that a uniform delay in the pen-

dulum requirements is not justified, in that for

the majority of vehicles the cost of improved

protective systems in 1973 is outweighed by

their benefits. The JAMA petition is therefore

denied.

With respect to the amendments proposed in

the notice of June 22, a number of comments

objected to the proposed increase in the velocity

of rear barrier impacts for the reason that it

would require additional time for compliance

and that it would increase the cost of the pro-

tective system without corresponding benefits to

the consumer. On review, the NHTSA has con-

cluded that the benefits of 5-mph rear bumper
protection will outweigh the costs involved. Basic

5-mph barrier-impact protection can be provided

with a variety of available devices and designs,

which do not themselves generally require ex-

tensive vehicle sheet-metal changes. The require-

ment of meeting the damage criteria in a 5-mph
impact, front and rear, is therefore adopted,

effective September 1, 1973.

The notice of June 22, 1971, also proposed to

increase the speed of the pendulum test device

in rear impacts to 5-mph, effective September 1,

1973. Several comments raised lead time objec-

tions. Upon review of the information concern-

ing tooling costs and other costs associated with

a 5-mph rear pendulum test in 1973, the NHTSA
has concluded that for the majority of vehicles

the benefits to the public outweigh any incre-

mental cost associated with the 1973 effective

date, and September 1, 1973, is established as

the effective date for most vehicles.

The NHTSA has determined, however, that

with respect to certain vehicles, the detailed con-

figurational requirements imposed by the pen-

dulum tests cause severe leadtime problems. The
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vehicles having the greatest difficulties are con-

centrated in the smaller classes, particularly

small convertibles, hardtops, and sports-type

cars. It has been determined that if these ve-

hicles were forced to comply with the pendulum
tests by the September 1, 1973 date, a substan-

tial disruption of the manufacturers’ production

and tooling schedules would result, with ex-

tremely large cost penalties. In view of the ad-

verse effect that this would probably have both

on manufacturers’ other safety-related develop-

ment programs, and on consumer costs, a one-year

delay in the pendulum test requirements with

respect to the limited class of vehicles most

severely affected has been found to be in the

public interest. An exception has therefore

been made in the application of the pendulum
test requirements to passenger cars with wheel

base of 115 inches or less, if they are convertibles,

vehicles with no back seat, or “hardtops” (ve-

hicles with no “B pillar” above the bottom of

the window opening) . These cars must meet the

requirement one year later, by September 1, 1974.

This exception does not affect the barrier crash

test requirements, which go into effect as pro-

posed with respect to all passenger cars.

In response to repeated requests from manu-
facturers to alleviate the retooling and restyling

problems associated with corner impacts at

heights below 20 inches, the NHTSA has deter-

mined that a two year delay in the implementa-

tion of S7.2.2, to September 1, 1975, would al-

low for more economical changeover and amends

the standard accordingly. The requirement for

comer impacts at 20 inches (S7.2.1) remains ef-

fective September 1, 1973, and will provide a

significant level of protection for the period be-

fore the effective date of S7.2.2.

The new condition regarding engine operation

caused some uncertainly among the commenters

as to whether the engine must remain running

for any length of time after initial contact with

the barrier. Temporary engine stalling at low

speeds is not considered a major safety problem,

nor would it alone constitute damage within the

meaning of the standard. If the engine cannot

be restarted, of course, some damage would be

indicated, and the vehicle would fail to conform

to the protective criterion proposed by the June

22 notice. To clarify this point, the NHTSA has

decided to amend the test condition to provide

that the engine is operating “at the onset of a

barrier impact.”

The proposed addition to the protective cri-

teria was criticized for what was said to be a lack

of objectivity, in that it does not identify the

aspects of performance relating to motor ve-

hicle safety and does not specify the manner in

which they may be adversely affected. As an

alternative, it was suggested that the NHTSA
list the specific systems that must remain fully

operative after the vehicle has been tested. This

suggestion has merit, in that it would eliminate

uncertainty as to which systems must be ex-

amined for damage after the tests have been

performed. The vehicle propulsion, suspension,

steering, and braking systems have been iden-

tified in this regard.

The suggestion that the particular prohibited

effects on given systems be specified has not,

however, been adopted. It is impracticable, and

probably impossible, to specify in a standard all

foreseeable types of damage or impairment that

could occur to a complex system such as steering

or front suspension. Any motor vehicle must,

on the other hand, be designed so as to with-

stand without damage the types and degrees of

shocks and stresses that it will encounter in

normal road use (aside from normal wear that

occurs with extended use, which is not at issue

here.) The NHTSA has therefore found it

reasonable to require manufacturers to design

their vehicles, including the front and rear

bumper systems, in such a manner that specified

safety-related systems suffer no damage, remain

in proper adjustment, and continue to operate in

the normal manner.

One clarifying amendment has been adopted

as a result of comments on the requirement of

55.3.1 that the vehicle “shall comply with the

applicable visibility requirements of section

54.3.1.1 of Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No.

108.” Ford suggested that the quoted language

might not cover the appropriate aspects of light-

ing performance, and therefore requested a refer-

ence to Table III of Standard No. 108. Upon
review of the question, the NHTSA agrees that

the comprehensive nature of S5.3.1 should be

more strongly indicated, but finds that the omis-
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(Except at noted In rule)

sion of some categories of lights from Table III

make it an inadequate reference. Instead, it

has been decided to strike the limiting reference

to section S4.3.1.1 of Standard No. 108 and to

refer broadly to the “applicable requirements of

Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 108.’’ Use
of this more general phrase makes the reference

to the headlamp adjusment requirements un-

necessary and that sequence is accordingly de-

leted.

In a separate petition for rulemaking, Amer-
ican Motors has requested an amendment to

permit the removal during pendulum tests, of

“bumper protective strips” made of resilient ma-

terial with specified characteristics. Although

the NHTSA recognizes that resilient materials

may be used to advantage on automobile bumpers,

it regards the June 22 amendment of the impact

ridge as the most satisfactory means of per-

mitting such materials. By permitting removal

of such materials during testing the standard

would no longer effectively control the contour

of the vehicle’s bumper and its interaction with

other vehicles during low speed impacts. The
petition is therefore denied.

By reason of the foregoing, Motor Vehicle

Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Protection,

is amended. . . .

Effective date: September 1, 1972, except as

otherwise noted in S5.2.

Issued on October 18, 1971.

Charles H. Hartman
Acting Administrator

36 F.R. 20369

October 21, 1971
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Effective September 1, 1972

PREAMBLE TO AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 215

Exterior Protection

(Docket No. 1-9 and 1-10; Notice 8)

The purpose of this notice is to respond to

petitions requesting reconsideration of certain

amendments to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standard No. 215, Exterior Protection
,
49 CFR

§ 571.215, issued on October 18, 1971 (36 F.R.

20369, October 21, 1971). After issuance of the

amendments, petitions were filed pursuant to 49

CFR 553.35 by American Motors, Ford, General

Motors, and Chrysler. The petitions are granted

in part and denied in part.

Each of the petitioners objected to the amend-

ment of section S5.3.1. The section had formerly

provided that, after impact, the vehicle’s lamps

and reflectors had to meet the visibility require-

ments of S4.3.1.1 of the Standard No. 108. Upon
closer review of S5.3.1, the NHTSA concluded

that the breadth of the protection that the section

was intended to require might not be adequately

conveyed by referring only to Standard No. 108’s

visibility requirements. It was therefore decided

to broaden the reference to Standard No. 108,

to refer to “the applicable requirements” of that

standard.

The broadening of the reference to Standard

No. 108 appears to have had a greater impact on

manufacturers than was expected. After review

of the petitions, the NHTSA has concluded that

opportunity should be given for additional com-

ment on the subject of lighting. The language

of S5.3.1 is therefore changed to its original

form. In a notice of proposed rulemaking pub-

lished today in the Federal Register (36 F.R.

23831) amendments are proposed to S5.1 and

S5.3.1 that will require vehicles manufactured

after September 1, 1973, to meet the photometric

requirements of Standard No. 108, as well as the

visibility requirements.

The Ford Motor Company stated that the re-

quirement of S5.3.4 that “the vehicle’s exhaust

system shall have no leaks or constrictions,”

would preclude the use of drip holes to remove

condensation and, in addition, would not allow

constrictions where tubing must be bent for

proper routing. Standard No. 215 is not in-

tended to prohibit such design features, but only

to prohibit damage resulting from the impacts

specified in the standard. Accordingly, design

drip holes are not considered to be “leaks,” and

“constrictions” does not include the normal de-

sign configuration of the exhaust system. The
amendment requested by Ford is considered un-

necessary, and the petition is therefore denied.

General Motors objected to the requirement of

S5.3.5 that specified vehicle systems shall “suffer

no damage.” The company stated that the

phrase was not objective and was therefore in-

appropriate for a standard. On reconsideration,

the NHTSA has concluded that the other protec-

tive requirements of S5.3.1 afford adequate pro-

tection and that the benefits resulting from the

no-damage requirement are not significant

enough to justify its continuance as part of the

standard. S5.3.5 is therefore amended by de-

leting the phrase “suffer no damage.”

In its petition, General Motors repeated its

objection to the requirement for comer impacts

at heights below 20 inches (S7.2.2). As in its

previous comments on the subject, the company

requested an amendment to permit contact with

Plane A of the test device in such impacts. The

NHTSA has previously rejected this request, ai 1

on reconsideration finds no sufficient cause to

alter its position. A primary effect of requiring

impacts below 20 inches is to establish a fairly

broad and non-hostile surface at the vehicle’s

corners. The shape of the impact ridge is such

that if the no-contact requirement applied only
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at the 20-inch height, the standard would not

prevent the manufacture of bumpers with blade

type corners. The NHTSA considers that the

extension of time previously granted for con-

formity with S7.2.2 (to September 1, 1975) is

adequate for the redesign of sheet metal, if this

is necessary, and declines to amend the standard

further with respect to corner impacts.

In consideration of the foregoing, Motor Ve-

hicle Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Protec-

tion, § 571.215 of Title 49, Code of Federal Reg-

ulations, is amended. . . .

The foregoing amendments are issued under

the authority of sections 103 and 119 of the Na-

tional Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 15

IJ.S.C. 1392, 1407 and the delegation of authority

at 49 CFR 1.51.

Issued on December 9, 1971.

Charles H. Hartman
Acting Administrator

36 F.R. 23802

D«cemb«r 15, 1971
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Effactlva: S«pl«mbtr 1, 1972

PREAMBLE TO AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 215

Exterior Protection

!Doek®t No. 11-9; Notice HI)

The purpose of this notice is (a) to amend
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior

Protection
,
49 CFR § 571.215, to permit the re-

moval of bumper hitches during the required

impacts; (b) to amend the headlamp adjustment

requirements of S5.3.1 of the standard; and (c)

to terminate rulemaking with respect to other

amendments proposed to S5.3.1 of the standard

by notice of December 15, 1971 (36 F.R. 23831).

The amendment to permit removal of trailer

hitches was proposed on January 22, 1972 (37

F.R. 1059) in response to a petition for rule-

making by General Motors, who stated that fac-

tory installation of trailer hitches would have to

be discontinued if their removal were not per-

mitted during testing. In proposing the amend-
ment, the agency noted that if factory installation

were to cease, as appeared likely, the effect would

probably be to increase the number of hitches

installed after purchase.

Two comments expressed reservations about

the proposal. The Automobile Club of Southern

California expressed concern about the effects of

the trailer hitch on the fuel tank in rear end

collisions. The Center for Auto Safety stated

that the proper functioning of a trailer hitch is

essential for safe towing and that the hitch should

therefore be regulated in the same manner as

the other safety systems specified in the standard.

Even if the standard were to apply to hitches,

however, the applicable requirement would be the

non-contact requirement of S5.3.6, and it is not

at all certain that compliance with this require-

ment would produce a superior trailer hitch.

The discontinuance of factory installations would

probably not improve the situation in any case.

The improvements in ' trailer hitches which the

Center and the Automobile Club seek would thus

appear to lie outside the scope of Standard No.

215. The proposed amendment is therefore

being adopted as proposed.

In response to the proposal, a question has been

raised concerning the intent of the requirement

that “the aim of each headlamp shall be adjust-

able in accordance with the applicable require-

ments of Standard No. 108”. General Motors

stated that the reference should be more specific

and suggested a reference to Table 1 of SAE
Recommended Practice J599b, Lighting Inspec-

tion Code. American Motors stated that it con-

siders two of the SAE Standards subreferenced

by Standard No. 108—SAE J579a and J580a

—

to be based entirely on laboratory bench tests and

not upon on-vehicle tests.

This agency disagrees with American Motors,

and considers J580a to be an on-vehicle test as

well as a laboratory bench test. It has concluded,

however, that J580a and the other SAE Stand-

ards referenced by Standard No. 108 are less

suited to the purposes of Standard No. 215 than

are the provisions of the lighting inspection pro-

cedure of SAE J599b. Standard No. 215 is in-

tended to protect the headlamps so that they can

be adjusted to throw a satisfactory pattern of

light. Accordingly, it has been decided to amend
the last sentence of S5.3.1 of Standard No. 215

to refer to the table in SAE Recommended Prac-

tice J599b that sets out the aiming requirements

for headlamps.

The notice of proposed rulemaking, published

on December 15, 1971, proposed to require the

lights to be operable after the test impacts and

to require them to meet the photometric require-

ments of Standard No. 108. Upon review of the

comments and further evaluation of the potential

effects of the proposed requirements, it has been

concluded that neither is likely to produce a

PART 571; S 215—PRE 13
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Effective: September 1 , 1 972

significant upgrading of vehicle protection, and

that their costs would far outweigh their benefits.

The preamble to the notice indicated that the

intent of the operability requirement was to pre-

vent filament breakage. Most of the comments
pointed out that the SAE requirements incor-

porated by Standard No. 108 do not prohibit

filament failure during endurance tests, and in

fact expressly permit replacement in the event

of failure. This is consistent with the prevailing

treatment of bulb replacement as a part of rou-

tine maintenance. In light of this fact, and of

the small amount of time and energy involved

in replacing a bulb, it has been decided hot to

adopt the proposed requirement that the lamps

( i.e ., the bulbs) be operable.

The photometric requirements of Standard No.

108 are those of several SAE lighting standards.

Each of these standards consists of a series of

laboratory test procedures. On review of the

comments, which are unanimous in their claim

that the SAE laboratory procedures are difficult

to adapt to the circumstances of Standard No.

215 and that they go beyond the stated purpose

of the standard, it has been decided not to adopt

the photometric requirements. Thus, the protec-

tive criteria with respect to lighting will con-

tinue to be visibility, headlamp aiming, and

freedom from cracks.

In consideration of the foregoing, Motor Ve-

hicle Safety Standard No. 215, Exterior Protec-

tion, 49 CFR § 571.215, is amended ....

Effective date : September 1, 1972.

Because this amendment modifies an existing

rule in a manner that imposes no additional

substantive requirements, it is found for good

cause shown that an effective date less than 180

days from the date of issuance is in the public,

interest.

This notice is issued under the authority of

sections 103 and 119 of the National Traffic and

Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. 1392, 1407,

and the delegation of authority at 49 CFR 1.51.

Issued on August 14, 1972.

Douglas W. Toms
Administrator

37 F.R. 16803

August 19, 1972
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Original Configuration

Square Front End

18” Vertical Comer Radius

18" Roof Radius

24" Roof Radius & 18" Comer Radius

24” Roof & Bottom Radius & 18" Comers

Leading Edge to Hump & Windshield Filled

NASA TO X- 5602
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Full Scale at 60 mph Fineness Ratio 1

Config. Front Rear Under
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Vr tod.
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